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SECOND THOUGHTS ABOUT FIRST PRINCIPLES 

THE FEDERAL llllMANITIES.PROGRAM 

In their origins there is :notllis esoteric in the humanities. 
They express a distinctiv~ .• d.isposition of the human an:llJlai...:_ 
the.disposition to think a second tho~t evE!Jl -wbile.think:iilg 
a first thougEt• the imp'!:lse to live internally and not only 
externally. They speak for human reflexivity, for the double 
and triple lives human beings live, act~g on one level, cmii
menting on these ~~tions a~·another level, camment:lng on the 
c~mmentary at a third. The·hmiJaJ:lities,· in brief, are a civ~ 
ilization's organized tradition of self-consciousness. 

Charles Frankel2 

I. CHALLENGING DIFFICULTIES .IN THE FEDERAL BDMANITIES PROGRAM 
A. DIFFICULTIES OF NATIONAL/STATE 

0

COLLABORATION . 
. . 3 

At the 1979 annual meeting ~£.state-based humanities endoWl!Jl!IltS 

-. 

the followiiig resolution was passed without dissent by the House of .Del

egates of the Federation of Public Programs in the Humanities: 

In recognition of the special character of state. programs and their 
partnership vith NEB in bringing the humanities to the pubi,:l.c of the 
several states, .. 
and in appreciation of. the openness of NEB to collaborate with the 
states toward thilt-end, 

be it resolved that. the Federation NEil-Relations Committee uildertake, 
a.a a major agenda item for the coming· year, a comprehensive review 
designed 
(1) to clarify and reaffirm the special status of state programs as 
distinct from all other NEJ{ grant-ma.king actiVtty, 

(2) to completely examine the NEB state program review process, to
wards the end of providing for full participati0n by the states in 
designing and conducting reliable revi"" and reporting processes in 
the least burdensome manner, and 

.(J)· to clarify the meaning of "the term 'prograin development,' and 
describe its role. as a- comjlon~nt element of each state· propam.". 

. " 
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The Federation .resolution revea1ed concern.among state-based endCIW'" 

ments: There. appeare.d to be confusion and misunderstaiid:l,ng on three im

portant questions: 

(1) Special StatuS'' What is the ·narure of the state endcnmzent in 

itself, and in relation to the National Endowment?· This presuppos

es clear understanding and agreement about the nature of the Nation-

al End~t •. Most 

-~t. agency serVing 

bas!cally, :is the-state . _, 
the uniliue needs of its 

endo"Wlll£!Dt an indepen-" 

individual state? Or, 

is th~ state. endowment a collabOrator; even a "partner," with NEB, 
- ; .// -

pursuing national goals;_within its .state bou,_n.daries? In removing 

state endcniineiits from NEH control,. was 'it the intent of Cc!nsress . . 
to also isolate them from the fed~ral:· humanities program? Or w:s 

Congressionai intent merely to l~berate the states ·from an exces-

. sively const_ricted role so as to free them to make a major con- · 

tribution .to the fed_eral program? NEH policy on th:f,s point is. con-. 

~used an,d confusing, and appears to be in conflict with Congres

sional intent. The affirmation of special status is an affirmation ·-of partnership for the only tw kinds of organizati0ns charged :iii-. 
the legislation with the accomplishment of federal purposes• As 

long as it. is mistakenly ccinstrued simply as a request for "special 

privilege," -the collaborative possibilities of partnership will be 

unrealized. 

(2) Program Development.' What are the goals of a state endowment, 

·and, more specificaI·ly, what is a state endowment expected to.do7. 

Are state·endowments passive, grant""lllaking agencies,; or should they 

also be characterized by the kind of dynamic, goal-orlented, activ

i ty that we gather under the timbrella term "program development~?·· 

How does what state endowments do relate to what the National Endow

ment does? Is NEB intended to be merely a passive, grant-ak1ng 

agency, or. should it also be characterized by dynamic, goal.-orien

ted activity? .Is it possible that state endo...-nts should be aC'-

·tive while the Nations! Endowment remains passive? I.f so, what are 

the :llliplications for col~a~oration, the.characteristic behavior of 

partners? Finally, what c!_q we mean when we U.Se the term. "program-· 

development"? At present, :'our meanings are as obscure as our pol

ic;!,es, providing rich soil fo:r misunderstandi!ig, and fl limited 

' : 

' ;· 
' 

'• 

. '. 
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field· for collaboration. If -the federal program has goals, and if 

it in_tends to succeed, if it is meant to make a difference and not 

merely to ·reinforce the status quo, then program deve1opment activ

ity will be its major concern. 

(3) Program Review.' Confusion about what we are; and about what 

we are intended. to do and to accomplish, reaches ·its natural term 

in the process 0£ ,program revie~,._ Row can we know whether we have 

been .s%cessful ~less we ·kn6w what we WE!re Stlpposed to have accom

plished? !be absence of a comP,rehensive federal policy t~ guide 
. . / 

our proS!ams and set criteria'. for their success means that th~ 

federal pr~gram is quite' literally "unmanageable": it can neither 

be managed efficientiy to accomplish objective8, !UJr can its achieV;

me~t or failure be documented in a verifiable manner. In the ab

sence of true goals, the means we take become goals in themselves, 

- and the demonstra~ion of "success" becomes merely a description of 

the effort b_eing made. But, neither good intentions nor noble_ ef

forts make good goals. It is quite possible to do many good th:l,ngs 

with!Jut addressing your own -.raison d'etre. On both the national~.: 

and the Sl:!ite levels, we submit endless reports describing what we 

are doing, and (barring some peripheral attention to affirmative 

action targets) never establish in a verifiable manner what we have 

accomplished specifically with respect to the. federal. goals of our 

program. Ye exhaust ourselves with endless, self-congratulatory 

rhetoric, and.accumulate testimonials from those who have benefited 

from our efforts, but never address the bottam line: are we accom

pli~hing what ·we are supposed to be accomplishing?, (Do we even know 

what we are supposed to be ~ccomplishing?) !bese problems .a~ com-

pounded on the level· of sta~e endowments by an NEB review process 

that is based upon the assumption that state endowments are ~ 

permanent components of the federal bllmanities program, collaborat

ing partners with NEH in the pursuit of federal goals at the state 

level, but merely one· other new applicant with a novel idea for a 

possible prQgram. Fo~ this mindset,·proposal ideas rather than pro

gram accomplishments are the focus of review, and "proposals" rather 

than program reports are the vehicle. It is striking that, i.n its 
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. "Seven Cel).eral Questions for State Proposal Review~" NEH does not even 

pose the question: 

it was established 

is this program accomplishilig the 

in the federal legi~lation? 4 

purpose for which 

. ,• .. - . 

Everyone is busy, and that·. explains, in part, why DO one yet ·ha_s 

had the ti.Dre to give·. "second thoughts" in any systematic way to the 1.1ay 

We ate doing what w do. Su~ refl~cti°1!', so characteristic of the h=- · 

· ities, is .largely abs~t from tne.federal humanities program. A;Lso often 

absent has.'been ·the passion for. c_lelj!I'-terms and thoughts, and the prefer-
' / . 

. ence for reasonin's .over rhetoric;-" This. essay will try to provide s"ome_ 
\. ' 

measure of all of these things, begirining with an examination of the most . - . . . . . 

. important stumbling blocks that aver and over again pose serious difficul

ties for the federal.program as a 'Whole. 

· B. OTHER DIFFICULTIES <IF THE FEDERAL llllMANITIES PROGRAM 

1. Interpreting the Legislative. Intent.· . 

The National Foundation on the Arts and Jbm.anities Act of 1965 

begins: 

. ·'. .. . - -:..:.. .. . 

AN AJ:r to.provide for the establishment of the National Foundation 
on the Arts and the ·H!Jlllllilities to promote proii:ress·and'scholarship 
in the humanities and the arts in the United States~ and for other 
purpo~es. 5 (underlining added) · 

The underlined. phrase both:·cOmmunicates the core of Congressional purpose 

and give!! rise. to our first confusion. What a strange dichotomy, "prog

ress and scholarship," implying, as it seems to do, that scholarship is 

to be promoted in isolation f:romprogress, and that progress is to be pro

mi;ited in·isolation from scholarship. The phrase "and scholarsh,i.p" has 

the quality of something tacked CII1 after the fact, truit does·not qtiite 

make sense in the context· (much like the later additions to the "d~in

ition" of· the term ''hulilanities"). Had the phrase read: "to pr0111Dte pro,- ·.- -. 

greas in. the humanities and ·the arts" its meaning would have been much 

mo~e.clear. Certainly, scholarship is implicit in the term "hUlllail.i_ties," 

and ·progress iil the -humanities cannot be accomplished without progress 

in schOlarship. _Why,- then, is it broken out, .. and tacked on? The reason. 

seems to be that Congress intended to exemp_t scholarship, in some sense, 
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from the focus upon progress characteristic of all other aspects of the

hilmanities. With respect to scholarship, alone, it would be ~ugh to 

provide support, without· spec:l.fyilJ.g progress. nds seem8 to be confirm

ed by a careful analysis of Section 7 (c) of the legislation, in which. 

Congress spells.out. the tasks that it expects NEH to andertake (all of the 

terms in the chart immediate~y bel~. except the beadings, are taken vet-
/··' 

batim from the legislation): ' 
-

- ~;~ 
... 

OBJECT .. OF ACTION REQUESTED .. 
SOURCE ACTION REQUESTED PROGRESS SCHOLARSHIP l!IEANS TO_ USE . . -

Sec.7(c) 

(2). to initiate programs to 
strengthen 
research and 
teaching (1970) contracts 

!;o support- - - - - -- - --· research grants 
loans 
etc. 

(3)" to award training (study, fellowships.. 
workshops research)? grants 

(4) to foster information 
interc~ange 

(5) to foster education (1970) grants 
public under- other arran-

11tan~ing & gement with 
apprecia'- groups 

(6) to support- - -
ti on_. .scholarly --- - -

publication& 
(7} to insure (1976) programs avail-

able to citi-
zens: 
geographic 
economic 

Of all of the questions raised in Congressional hearings, none is 

more fundamental than this one: is the federal humanities program merely 

a pass_ive, supportive progra:m,- responsive to the initiatives of a special · 

constituency according co standards of quality and access? Or, :ls the 
. . 

-federal h~ties program also an active, promotional program, itself in~'-

tiating actions directed towards achieving progl:ess lli _terms of sp~cific . 

measurable objectives? Noting that the inf:lnj,t:i:ve "to support".is used. 

I 

I 
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only in connection with scholarly research and publ:icati.on ~· the table 

. . 

above, we may surmise, .for the moment, .. that Congress intended .a passive, · · ·· 

supportive. role, with. .respect to sc!to_larly research, and an active, pro

motional role, With respect to all other aspects of 'the bnmani ti.es in the · . . . . 
United· States. Thu.a, the concern expressed by the 1964 commission on the · 

ltuman:l,;tie~ .iest · governmen~ inv~lvelll!!nt lead; to•.g0vernmen~ ~~.~t-control, 6 

is addressiid iii the legislation withOut, at the same time, excusing the 

federal program from the.obl:igation,..of an active, goal-oriented program 

!'aggressively: :to. seek fmagfna ti:,,e-~w means of serVice"7 to the citizen;; . ' . \ 

of the nation .by "promotinS p:,;.ogress" in the humanities. Charles .Fr8nkel 

<ince cmmuented that the h~ities disciplines '~ve usually been at their 

- best when· they have ~d a sense of engagement with issues of public con-

-cern~" and also that "scholarship cannot and should not be shackled to -

problem solving• It must· be free 'to follow crooked paths to unexpected · 
8 

conclusions." Ronald Gottesman has 8:8Serted, wit!tout prejwlice to the 
. . 

.-.qualiJ:y of 'traditional humanities studies, that, "if everyot1e in higher·-. 

education is concerned with advaitcing particular aspects of knowle?ge; -: 

W!:io w:l.11 take care for where 
0

it is going as a whole?" 9 According to NEB 

Chairman Duffey, NEB i,s "the only Federal agency w:l.th ~ecific and statu

tory responsibllity for the state of the humanities in the ·Nation. ,,IO We 

may conclude, for the moment ·at least, that the mandate entrusted by eon.,. 
• - 1 

gress to its federal hUmanities program encompasses ~pport for scholar-

ship as wel~ aa promotion of progress for the humanities as a vhole. 

2. Defining the term ''humanities." 

From those readers who may;:be exhausted by previous fruitless at

tempts to deal with this~question, so frustrating, and so pe~ial, I 

ask a measure of patient indulgence. Something intelligent must be said 

-about· this thorny problem; and I'1think something helpful can be conclud

ed. In ~s 1980, reauthori~tion 'hearings Senator Pell ·vas still repeat

ing his request for a 61mple. and.- intelligible definition of the term.11 

CongresSman/Goyemor .. ·Albe;-t-:R.Quie adVised us some time ago that utiless 

we can explain more intelligibly. what the humanities are, and vhat they 

do, we cannot. reasonably expect continue~ federal support: 

... 
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What is a definition of the hilmanities which most peopl,e can under
stand? ~ • • .• there is a problem. I would welcome any of you who 
would be willing to send me a one-page letter attempting to ·describe· 
the humanities;; • .• ·• You do not ·face in Congress a i:iegative mood 
toward the humanities nor do .you cCJmtiete with any lobbY who feels 
we should terminate our progi::ams of federal support. Rather, you 
face a.situation where leader's iii government i~ not for the most 
part understand or !lppreciate the humanities. 

Robert Hardesty, vi.ce':presidentoof'.'.the;';Uiliversity.·af·.•:Texas .system, ex-" 

pre.ssed both our perplexity and ... our: ,frustration when he said: "What is 

the humanities? ot what are the .. humanities? We don't even knoV if it is 
. 13 - / . . . 

singUlar or plural." Richard· !-yma.n also stumbled over the s~/plur-

al. ques.tion, and with good reason. It will help us to realize that the 

humanities are both singUl.ar and Pl.!Jral, and something else besides. Let . . 
me try brief].y to· describe each of the three kinds of humani~ies that I 

thi.Dk we ought to distinguish clear].y in the future. I will also give ·: 

them each a name that I will try to use consistently throughout the re~· 

mainder of this essay. 

(1) Academic Humanities. (plura1) 

The tradition of regarding the humanities as a set of academic.d:l:s

ciplines was perpetuated in the first definition of the humanities provid

ed in the federal legislation. The.advantage of this definition is that 

it is intelligible within the academic world. the disadvantage is that it 

is not intelligible outside of the academic world; A supplementary ad

vantage is that it grounds the disciplinary specialization of academic 

humanists, providing justification and legitimating·what they do. A sup

plementary disadvantage is that it provides no coherent rationale for 

w~t academic humanists do, leaving.them. open to the charge that their aca

d_emic spec:l,aliz.ation is deracinated. and fruitless, detached from the es

sential nouris.hment of basic human concerns and making no usefUl~contrib

ution to society's deliberations about such concerns. Persons· using this 

definition tend to regard NEH a6 analogous to the Nationa1 Science Found

ation. But, science·brought us antibiotics, the tranaistor, and the moon 

landing. What have the humanities disciplines brought us? A recent ar

ticle in the Chronicle of Higher Education attributes the following o'pin

ion to Bernard Bailyn, Winthrop professor of 'history at Harvar~ Universi

ty and president-elect of the American Historical Association: "Recent 

t 
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historical !'!Cbolarship has fa:f,led to produce a coherent overview of the 

past."_14 
Now, incoherence is a weighty ·charge for .the humanities to bear, 

but it is not the. _only charge. Jennifer Lee provides a handy summary 

of charges in an esssy.published by Federation.Reports: 

The. specific charges leveled against the hUm.anities· and higher educ
ation frOD! ~thin and without·_ the discipline are not unfamiliar or 
unexpected: trl.vialliatiqn··of:. scholarship, specialization, petty 
bouiidary disputes, elitism, the.encompassing and stinging charge15_ 

. of irrelevance,. ~ even 
1 

ofying deficient in ·a sense of humor • 

. (2) Applied Humanities. (singW.ar} 
. . \, 

·. 

The importance of ~elating the humanities to·broad,.general::coru:.erus.i: 

~ .expre.ssed by Congress in its amendments to the definition of the hum

_anities in 1968, and again iii 1970. Albert Quie.explained this as follows: 

The Congress noted that scholars are willing and able to receive· 
federal funds to do what might be called basic research, working 
with primary sources_ findiug personal satisfaction in scholarly work,. 
but t!iere appeared to be a shortage of.capable individuals who can 
translate and apply that basic scholarship to cOn.temporary problems . 
• • • That is why a few years ago we added the words in the defiIP
ition of the humanities 1with particular attention to the relevance 
of the h~ities to the current conditions of national life.' 16 

It is vital that the humanities, for wich so much is claimed, begin to 

demonstrate in some tangible way the kind of .beuef it t:hey provide. Quie 

elaborates: 

If you and I ~ould_explain to· another person how we have benefited 
from a new insight ·gai~ed through someone's efforts in tfie·humauit

. .ies • ·.and then .. demotts tr.nte'.""it;:: :I.ti• our· daily behavior·,, how .that insight 
has brought a new dimension o~ quality to our life and .those -about 
us·, we would nev~ have to be defensive abc?ut the humanities 0 l7 

But, by and large, h~nists are not responsive to this need. According 

to Walter Capps, an 'associate with the.Center for the Study of Democratic 

Institutions, . 

Humanists, the acknowledged custodians of a tradition of "1isdom and 
value that reaches back through the centuries, lending the society 
the fiber· and continuity on which it depends, are being looked to 
for help. · But the· humiinisi:s, in the main, remain silent. They 
offer uo perceptible response • • • • (there is) a pervasive lack, 
a vacuum that needs to be filled. It calls for a translation, the 
fitting of humanl~tic resources to issties of. public human concern.IS 

The advantage of applied humaiiities is relevance, and mani~est use-

fulness. The disadvantage _is a certain incompatibility with the academic 

,. ... 

. ' 
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disciplinary specialization 9f humanitie~ profess~~ gene:i;ating 

frustration, on the one hand, dilution of substance, on the other. In 

many cases, well-intention_ed humanists are frustrated because the kind 

of work they do does not lend itself to ready application in public dis

course• Why should they be asked to s¥eak, as it were, the language .of 

the street, when their academic ende~vors demand a precision that requir

es its own. ~anguage? Such requests are not made of scholars in other 

fields. No· one asks the N~tionai Science Foundation.to support public 
/ ' / . . 

discussions of the mathematical.imPlications of the theo~ of relativity. 

on the other hand,. when humanists do try to engage in public dialogue, 

they often find that their professional knowledge is either irrelevant, 

o~_Jlllist be so di~uted that nothing of substance remains. There is no 

doubt that humanists .have s<imet:lllles performed with. distinction in the 

setting of public discourse. But, one may suspect, this is often accomp

lished in spite of,_ or, at least, without recourse to their specialized 

professional occupations. ·More frequently, humaniSl:lJ simply bore those 

whom-they are being asked. to inspire. 

It is both the glory and the cross of state hinlianities endowments, 

with their spunky committees and gritty staffs, that they have not wil.ted 

in the h.eat of the challenge posed by applied humanities. Instead, bol

stered by a. certain naive enthusiasm, and reinforced by an inordinate cap

acity for pain, they have somehow managed to.begin a process of change 

whose consequences may be very profound, indeed. Applied ·humanities is 

the. centerpiece of the state humanities program. It is not a business 

for the passive or faint-hearted. It requires aggressive, intell.igent·, 

persevering program development activity. 

(3) Compre~ensive Humanities. (singular) 

Here we·are discussing. something that doesn't really exist, but 

that might begin to do so by virtue of determined, col.l.aborative action 

by NEH and the state endowmei;lts. The concept was first revealed to me 

in the writings of Buclcminster Fuller. I' first heard it applied to the 

humanities· 'in a br:i:lliant address delivered by legal philosopher Richard 

Wasserstrom to a somnolent a~dience following lunch at one of the.annual 

meetings'of pubiic programs in the humanities. Later, I found the same 

, 
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vision expressed in the writi;ngs .of Charles .Frankel: 

·Nothing has ~h!J.pp~d of greater h,portanc~ in the· history of . 
American hiunanf stic scholarship than the invitation of the gov
ernment to scholars to think in a more public fashion, and to 

· think and teach with the presence of their fe1low ciU:Zens in· 
mind.1_9 . ' 

-If we ask, "is progress possible for hiunanistic scholarship?", the an,,. ·• 

sweF, in ·terms of comprehensive humanities, must be a re~cU,ni "Yesl-!t. 

mta:t Fuller calls a "comi>rehens~vis.t,~' _is one who can speak vi.thout_ 

distortion. ·or oversimplification abo~t subtle, f!Cholarly matt~rs, in a 

way th~t can be under~tood by ~~./in the humanities, such an accom- · --
plisbment would ritquire rethinking and restructuring the way in which 

we do our scholarly work-~recisely what Wasserstrom-was encouraging. 

For W~serstrom, humanities schoiars have done themselves a scholarly 

(as well as a human) disservice, by cutting themselves off from the 
- . ' ' . 

broad,; human concerns that led them towards the hmna.nities in the first 

place~ For their full .Pe~ection, scholarly humanities require a kind 

of recuuent cycle by virtue of which they nurtUre themselves at the . . . 

·- ., 

oasis of broad concerns,· engage in their refined and disciplined mode- = "· 
of inquiry in their desert retreat, returning to the oasis to plant 

the seeds of th.eir newly developed insights (thfs _metaphor, for better 

or worse, is mine, not Wasserstrom's). It is strange how frequently 

one encounters in the NEB testimony before Congress references to the 

dec1i.ne of support: for the humanities without any corresponding interest 

being shown in either finding out 'What is wrong or finding ways· to :i:e.medy 

the 's:f.tuation.20 Trapped in its own passive self-'concept, and fearful· that. 

leadership will be mistaken for domination, the federal lnunanid.es pro

gram.may" be niissing a golden opportunity to cata,Iyze fundamental. changes 

in tlie role and accompiishment of the humanities" in the United States. 

3. Defining Other Key Terms of the Legislation. 

a. A Distinctive Federal Role. 
' In the legislative "Declaration of Purpose" we r~d: 

It is necessary and appropriate for the Federal Government to 
complement, assist, aild add to programs.for tlie ·advancement of the 
numSnities and the arts by local, State, regional, and private 
agencies and their organizations. 
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We also read.in the same place that 

the encouragement and support of national progress and schOlarship 
in the rnmianities· and the arts,' ~ile prfmatily a matter for priv
ate and local initiative. is also an appropriat~ matter of con
cern to the Federal Government. 

The reason the federal government is concerne_d is that it haS two national 

tespbnstbfliti~~::.;tfie:·~Wility of our civilizati~ C'a high civilization">. 

and the health of our democracy:(.~;dei;mcracy d".""ands v.L~om and visiDn in .-

. its citizens"). 

law specifically 

It is noteworthy· thii·t·, in both of the quotes above, the . ,.~ . 
identifies a fo~us on_ "programa for the advancementn and 

"national pro_gress"; that is. even when the word "support" is used (v.Lth 

the _exception. as we have noted above. of schoiarship) • it is support. 

not for the htimanities, but for advancement and progress. 

Raving said this much, let us proceed with an apparent contradicti.On

in Section 4(b) of the legislation: 

The purpose of the (National Fouodatio~ for the Arts and the Human
. ities) shall be·to,develop.and:pr~te a broadly conce.:lved national 

..... policy of ·support 'for· the "humanities and the arts. • • -
(underlining ·added) 

NEH has often used_ this phrase. "a policy of support.'' to justify its pre

d:t;J.ection for a passive role, and, at first glance, there appears to be 

some justification. After all, the quote specifically says nsupport for 

the humanities," not 6uppo:tt for progress or advancement. Let us look at 

some comments by Chairman Duffey: 

The Endowment is a sustaining activity. It is not, therefore, the 
shaper of new ideas • • • • that would be. an inappropriate role for 
a government agency •••• the Endowment's job is 'to sustain hmnan
ities study-at a time of difficulty With a margin of support •••• 21 
The agency is to provide a network having to do with support. • •• 22 

·The ideas come from our applican~s and not. fram us .- •• ~l(Ihe NEH 
mandate is) "to support the study <IIld nurture of the humanities by 
as many people as poss:l,ble • • • ~4 (NEH is beginning to do needs .. 
assessment so that· it may design) "a po:J.icy for support.25 

During tQe reauthorization hearings for· 1980, Chairman Duffey and NEH were 

c0111111ended by ~enator Randolph of West Virgini~. as follows: 

It is my f irin belief that the National Endowment has successfully 
pursued a policy of support for the humanities in all its disci!"'-" 
lines.26 

Permit me now t_o introduce a discrimination that only a hm•an1st could 

love_. and to do so in the form of a question: what do y0u think is the 

• 
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difference in meaning between thli two phrases below? · 

policy of support for.the humanities 

policy for supp~rt of the humanities 

The grammarians among you will know immediately; the rest of us will. 

ju'st have 

~oiph~ 

to guess. The legislation uses the former, ·as does Senator 

In the quotes above, Chairman Du~fey uses both. I woUld ar- · 

gue that they are quite ~i;ferent in. their meaning. The Word ·"of" 

· refers to .source0 almost 
0

like "fr~." The ward "for" ref~rs to end 

or goal. A "policy of Sl1PPOrt" implie!l resources in search of a goal; 
I / . 

a "policy for support" 1.mplies .a.·goal, but not necessarily any resources.· 
' . 

·u this anaiysis is sound, the "policy of support" soi:.ght by CougTess 

was a·sking.'to.:what specific ends, and.within what limits, its.reso~es 

should be applied •. Tha~ is, Congress was as~ for a defin1.tion . · . · _;. 

of the distinctive purposes ~ limits of federal support, not for a 

defi.nj;tion of the means by vhich support might be provided to the human

ities·. 

·we may approach t:he· definition of a distinctive federal role from 

another, and perhaps less mitid-taxing, direction. If one considers wtia'f

must be a rou~h amiual cost for all of the humanities :l.nst:l.tutions in the 
country that are not directly supported by the federa1 government, an an• 

nu?]. figure of $50. billion is not unreasonable~6aAt $150 million, the fed

eral humanities ·program represents 3/lOOOtb of this sum, o.r,.$300 in fed-· 

eral funds for every $100,000 from other sources. Now, with these kinds of . . 
proportions,. federal. domillation of the humanities enterprise would not 

seem ·to be a major risk.(by way of contrast, the National EndoWlll~t fo~ 
the _Arts.estimates its $150 mil+ion budget.is close to 10% of the tota1 

funding for the arts nation-wide, and that this could go to ·25% without 
: . 27· . . 

serious ru.ik of undue influenc;e). The challenge for t;he federal human-

ities program· is not how to avoid domination, but how to make a difference. 

With so little money, ·the ··federal program c~:make numerous trifling 

contributions of. a margin of support, .without making any significant dif

ference with "respect to our na'tion' s standing as a "high civilization" 

or to our. citizen's capacity to govern themselves with ''wisdom and rtsion." 

We may. conclude that Congress was neither careless nor vnen_1_1glitened 

when .it called for a federal humanities program whose distinctive role 

·. 

-

.' 
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would be to "promote progress and scl19larship." We may also conclude 

that there was both serious intent, and serious pu-rpose, i_n Congre_ss' 

~equest that NEH "develop __ and encourage the pursuit of ·a_·national. policy 

for the promotion of progress and scholarship in the h1m1mi ties." With

out such a poµ_cy, it is virtually impossible that the federal program 

will have a s~ificant :IJilpact: the random forces for dispersion of ef~ 

fort are too great, and the resources are too. limited. 

b. AoNational Policy • 

. The legislation calls for the dev~lopinent and promotion of two na.,.. 

tional·policie!I: a policy of support, arid a policy for promotion. The 

f_oimer is requested of the National Foundation; the latter is requested 
28-

of the National Endowment. The legislation does not say what it means 

by the term "national policy." "Policy" is the ldnd of word that every

one understands until they try to define it (interescingly, it comes from 

the same root as "polic_e"). At least part of the reason why neither of 

the national policies requested has yet been developed may be that no one 

quite ':ll'derstan:ds wha_t is being asked. NEH, in ariy event, seems to fee:b 

that -it is developing a national policy when it decides its funding cate-

gories, guidelines, and emphases,· 

volves more than that. 

But, ce~tainJy, a ILa,tionai policy in-

tail: 

A .national policy, it seems to me, should spell out in coherent de-

(1) the originating force behind establishment of the program; 

(2) the scope, limits, and speci,a,l focus of the program; 

(3) the d;~fere~ce that the program intends to make, in terms of 

· objectives accomplished -(include priorities and urgencies~ 

(4) the measures that the progrlim will use to verify the accomplish

ment of its objectives. 

A national policy is the systematic, comprehensive elaboration of 

the distinctive federal role. _Without it one finds a proliferation of 

activities without organic coherence, accompailied by the scattefatioll of 

policy statements that are difficult to reconcile or to rank, and that 

often appear to be in conflict. 

In defining a national policy, it is crucial to distinguish clear.ly 

• 
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between goals' and efforts. objectives and activities. ends and means. 

This is not·as easy· as it may seem, and, if one exalil:l.nes recent cmagress

ional testimony it becomes· clear that confusio~· on this score is rampant •. 

One of the problellis is that what is·a means on one level.may be a, goal on 

another. For exampie, take the phrase 11 to promote proSress." Here the 

goal is progress, 'and· the .. means. i.s promotional activity. A policy for. 

progress woulc!. ask;.'.-·· · . ' . . . 
'.,•I '.'. • • .,,. . 

(i} why do we care about progress (needs assessment}? 

(2) what do we mean by progress? 

(3) 'What constitutes the accomplishment of progress?. 

(4)' how will 'we !mow when we get there? 

It appears to be this kind of policy that bas been asked ·of the National 

Foundation. This is a policy for progress {the goal) by J!leans of pro-
. . ' ' - . . 

motion. Suppose, on the other hand, that we use a v!!ry ·simi1ar phrase: 

>'.'a polic;:y for the promotion of progress." Here the goal is promotion, 

and the means are to be chosen. _To develop a policy 'for pr01110tion one 

might ask: . 

·(l) why.do we care about promotion (needs assessment)? 

'(2) what do we mean by promotion? 
(~) what constitutes th~ accomplishment of promotion? 

(4) how will we know when we get there? 

It ·a,ppears to be- this ~ of policy that has been asked of ·the National 

:Endowmen.t. 

4• Defining the Constituency for the Federal Humanities Program: 

This may.be the hardest task of all because it is not mer~ly a quell""

tion of q~lii:y :vs. acc.ess, of elitism vs. populism; it is also a question 

of final goals vs. formal goals, of change vs. status quo. Let us ti"y 

to sort out the var:l.libles. 

a. Final goals~ vs. formal goals. 

F~l goals always involve the accomplishment of a diffic~it objec-

. tive, and they normally produce a change in the way things are. Formal 

goals do not so .. much involve accomplishment as they involve style ("good 

form"), the way in which you go a_bout things (although this, too, is sub

tle, since achieving "good form" may be a difficult accomplishment). An 

·. 
> 
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example may help. The final goal of a business is probably to-make a 

good return on investment;"a formal goal might be to have an effective 

affirmative action program. The more urgent the challenge· of f~ goals. 

·the le_ss compelling are questiqns of formal concern. For example. U my 
' . 

business-is going bankrupt, I am probably not going to give my greatest 

attention to imp_roving the affirmative action program. Now. let tis apply 

this example to' the federal humanities program• Suppose. for example. 

that our ''policy of support" analysis diSclosed 'that the greatest and 

most urgent problem in the humanities in the U!].ited States today was'_:the in-
. .. 29 ' 

effectuality of academic humanities, We might discover. for exmnple. that 

the $50 billion invested every year by other agencies·~ haVing the op

posite effect to what was intended: it was. driving· people away from the 

humanities, convinced that ~hey were irrelevant. It is at least conceiv-

able that the federal humanities program· might :in,ve_st its entire $150 lldl.- · 

lion in a single activity: to find out what 'lias wrong, and to correct :l.t. 

The reasoning would be that, if the federal program ..ere to :l.nvest :l.ts 

funds as a.catalyst for change, and if it were successful. then the force· 

of the ·full $~0 -~llion would be enlisted in the objectives of "high ' = 
civiliz.ation'; and self-government of "wisdom. and vision." In the context 

of urgent final goals, formal questions must take second place. 

lishing great things is of a different order of importance than 

Accomp-''' 

shatj,ng 

resources equally. When there are plenty of bullets, let evei:yone take 

turns shooting the hunter's rifle; but when everyone is hungry, and there 

is but one bullet left, you are well advised to let the best marksman take 

the shot, The federal humanities program faces a bit of a dilemma: does 

it have a final goal of great importance? If so, we had be.st husband our 

resources carefully, and apply them as fruitfully as possible in 'the pur

suit of that goal. if not, perhaps we should simply distribute our re

sources equitably among the general population, and go on our way. 

b. Elitism vs. Populism. 

NEH has suffered more pain on this issue than could possibly be 

warranted. On the one hand, within academic humanities, the charge has 

been favoritism toward th~ elitist colleges and universities as opposed 

to "affir'niative action" to insure that the funds ·are more evenly· spread 

aroun_d. ·The even spread of. money is a formal goal. On the other hand, 
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NEB has been charged with favoring acadeJlli.c humaillties as opposed to pub

. lie applications of the. humanities in non-,traditional setti_ngs. "But. un

less there i':I ~- fipaLgoal- here that I have not perceived, this is also 

a fo~l consider~tion, i.e., one of spreading the benefits around. 'l'h:!,s . . 
formal"goal was canonized in the 1976 legisla~ion when a seventh task 

was added to the six that had sufficed since 1965: 

to insure that tl!e benefit of its programs will- also be available 
: to olir citizens where such programs would otherwise be unavailable 

-due to geographic or economic reasons. 

•. 

Let me confess here an abiding respect for Senator Claiborne Pell. Bis 

insistence that the humanities be made meaningful to the people bas bro

ken. the monopoly of academic h~nitles, encouraged the development of 

app~~ed humanities, ·and set the stage for the possibility of comprehen

·Siv'e humanit.ies. But,· the humaiiities are not. the arts, and different 

standards must apply_:f.n the matter of populist access. The arts readily 

combine high quality with broad popularity; the-humaiiities do not. In the 

. popular .. mind,. with goo~ reason,_ the" arts are pleasurable; the humanit,1.~ 

are difficult, requiring sustained att~tion and disciplined and subtle 

.inquiry. One may relax in enjoyment of the arts; one must -exert.oneself 

to engage in the-humanities. .The thrill of intellectual insight ~ be 

as moving as an artis.tic' experience, but reaching it is a far more arduous 

task. I will return to this question below. 

The real dilemma for the federal hUJDanities program in the question 

of elitism lies with the fact that the "Declaration of Purpose" in the 

legislation is, in some se~se at least, profoundly elitist:. It seeks to 

support and promote scholarship,· certainly an elitist occupat;!.on. It seeks 

to be·instrumenta1 in producing "wrldwide respect and admiration.for the 

Nation's high qualities as a leader in the realm of ideas and of the spir

it," certainly an elitist objective. Can leadership ever be less than elit-

ist? It 'ainls to produce a ''high civilization," to value and support the 

"great branches" of scholarly .and cultural activity, an!f to. provide con-. . 
ditions .that "can call a great artist or scholar into existence." Now it 

would be difficult to find anything more elitist than "greatness." And 

' 

·. 

these are final goals, which, if Al:i_stotle is correct, tllke precedence ' ·· 

over all others. Shall we pursue greatness? Or shall we pnrsue equality? 
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Let us decide, once and for all,. and not. go on blaming ourselves for 

not accomplishing.both simultaneously. 

c. quality-vs. Access. 

Were we to bri~ the humanities to everyone, there is some question 

whether everyone would want them. Do we.respect their preference, and 

'confine our "af.firmative action" efforts, ~ Chairman Duffey suggests, 
... 30 

to those who are '.'willing and able"?·. I once had a :British- roommate who 

He always 
l ..... 

gave the lowest grade to me, be-stocked seven grades of tea. 

cause he knew I would like it beSta My sensitivity to qualitj·in tea, 

you see, was somewhat undeveloped. Aristotle maintains that, while all 

men by nature desire to know, there are certain conditions and ].:l.mita

tions. A crucial condition is, ip the broadest sense, le16ure (inc.l.ud-

ing time, 

least, is 

and peace of mind). A limitation, for moral philosophy at 

sufficient maturity of mind. Reflecting in the same vein, 

Milton St~rn, an English professor aud one-time Chairman of the Connecti

cut Humanities Council, argued persuasively that persons. on the other 

side of "the grim margin of subsistence" could not possibly respond to·-

.the humanitie·s: when your cl:iildren are starving, and you are sick, you 

do not readily discuss ''social justice." But, economic deprivation is 

not, as we all. know, the only destroyer of leisure• The cciimnitment to 

doing things, so characteristic of our culture, whether induced'.,by guilt, 

ambition, or simply by custom, can do a pretty good job as Wl!il• The 

busy and successful may be as difficuit to reach Vi.th undiluted·humanities 

as the impoverished.and the deprived, expecially if college ~osure has 

demonstrated the irrelevance of the humanities to their ~ives. Once 

again, what is our task: to make the humanities available to those who 

ate_ ''willing and· able'_'? Or is it to lllC!ke t~em useful to everyone, a 

quite different task? 

11tere is another, related questio?, that I have yet to see dis~ 

cussed. Society is organic, structured, not atomistic; even a society 

as fragmented as ours. Peop~e turn to other people to perform opinion- , , . 

formation functions, and for other reasons. With our oversimplified 

view of both the humanities and the public, we have yet to think deeply 
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about the implicati.ons of social structure for public bmilanities pro

grams. If we think of society hierarchicaily, it may be that there is 

a modality in which "quality" humanities material can be made attractive 

at each level of the hierarchy. If we think of society as a network, . . . ' . 
it may be that there are ways of designing public programs ·so that they 

enter the network at one point; and then spread throughout the system. 

Il. POLICY FOR THE FEDERAL HIJMANITIEf PBOGRAM: TO BE, OR NOT TO ~E 
'/ 

~--
A. THE ·NATIONAL ·PROGRAM: NO PoLICY YET 

1. Co~essional E!pectations. 

In the 1965 legislation, the controlling vision guiding efforts to 

promote· progress and scholarship in the humanities and the arts was two

fold: ' . 
(1) that the United States might become a ''high civilization." 

(2) truit.its ~elf-government might become characterized by 

"wis<l;om and vision." . = 
Congress hoped that, through the efforts of the National Foundation for 

the Arts and for the Bumanitiea, the United States .iould earn the respect 

of the world for its qualit_ies a8 a "leader in the. realm of :ideas and of 

the spirit." 

Since the United States was already making a substantial investment 

in pursuit of these same goals through its schools, colleges, ~iversities, 

and other cultural institutions, Congress requested the National Founda-· 

tion to provide a "policy of support," ·defining the distinctive role that 

the federal program should play: 

The purpose of the Foundation shall be to develop and promote·a 
. broadly.conceived national policy of support for the humanities 
and the' arts in the United States, pursuant to this Act. Sec.·4(b) 

·. 

eon~ess aske'd the National End~wment to provide a "policy for promo-' . . 
tic~" that would define the character, objectives and priorities of federal 

promotional activities .under ·the law;. NEH was "authorized" to 

develop and e!lCourage the pursuit of a .national policy for the pro;-· . 
. motion of progress and scholarship in the humanities. Sec. 7 (c) (1) 
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These two policies were related as goals are related to means, with the 

Foundation to delineate the objectives, a.J?.d the Endo'Wlllent to determine 

the means. (Cf. page 13, "A National Policy''.) 

2. Congressional Disappointment,-and.Concern. 

Neither the National Foundation nor NEB has yet provided Congress 

with the national policy requested of each 15 years ago. The Foundatioi:l, 

long inactive, has recently been acrivated> but in a coordinating rather 
31 ./ . . 

than in a policy...,,aking role •. The National Endawment appears to have sim-
_. 

ply ignored the request, In tlje ~aily years NER was so small (initially 
.. ·· 

$2.5 million) in a multibillion" dollar Interior budget that Congressiona1 

oversight was minimal. Now that NEH has grown to a $150 mil1ion a year 

operation, Congress is looking more closely. A 1979 House Staff lnvest

iga.tive Report called Congress' atten_tion to the failure of both agencies 

to develop their respective policies. the Investigative Staff was quite 

critical· of this failure, because it left· the federal humanities program 

without objectives, priorities, or criteria in pursuing its mandate. In

stead of leading, the National Endo'Wlllent was passive, reactive. Instead 

of national policy being ca~efully and thoughtfully developed in advance, 

it was being made incidentally, and after the fact, by the relatively un

controlled pattern of individual funding decisions: 

The legislation specifically identifies the development and pursuit 
of a national policy for the humanities within the authority of the 
Chairman of the Humanities Endo'Wllle_nt. In the opinion of the Inves
tigative Staff, neither the NEH nor-the Federal Council (of the Nat
ional. Foundaticm) has made any significant progress in achieving this 
purpose, development of a national policy, The Investigative Staff 
believes the EndO'Wlllent has abrogated its leadership role and allowed 
the various project applications submitted from the field to become 
a surrogate national policy, shaping the prog-cam direction and em-· 
phasis of the Endo'<ollllent.32 

3. NEH Response: National Policy was not requestedj is·not desirable. 

In its formal response to this criticism13NEH gave six pages of ar-

gument to the effect that the Investigative Staff misread the legislation, 

chat no !'national policy for the humanities" was requested by the legis

lation, that no suc~_policy should ever be set by the federal government 

(for fear of unwarranted federal domination and lack of proper restraint), 

· that the absence of such a policy is no impediment to the accomplishment 

of federal objectives, and that NEH was, in fact, making policy suitably 
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when it established funding lines, budgetary levelso' guidelines and con-. . . .. 
d:ltions_. and special efforts with respect to its grant mak1_ng. ·lD argu

ing that the Investigative Staff lld,sread the legislation, NE!i·does not 

provide a corrected.reading to explain what precisely the policy was that 

Congress did in fa~t request, nor Whether NEH was prepared·to fulfill the 

request as NEii-understood. it. 

4. Analysis of the_ Disagr~emeiit: A--policy·Was ·requestedi 'is--needed.: 

It seems clear that_ the I~vestigative Staff was. lacking in precision·_ 
: .· 

in describing the nature of th~~pollcy Congre~s had requested (Nm is cer-

-- ta:i.nly correct in asserting that Congress did not intend NEH· to function __ ., 

_as ·a "ministry of cu1ture," setting no_rms and standards for the humanities _ 

throughout the nation). It seems equally clear that NEB was lacking in 

the.same preC:isiOn, first, by confusing the request made of· the National 

Foundation (a national policy o~ support) with that mad_e of the National 

Endowment , (a policy for promotion); ·second, by evading acknowledgement of 

the fact that a ·request for some kind of policy had been made; and, fi-_ . 
- ' 

-rial_ly, -by failing to distinguish between a "policy for pramotio!'-," C:l,e!:TlY_ 

requested of NEB;. and a "policy for the humanities•" clearly- not request

ed of NEB. 

While the terininology of the-Investigative Staff appears to have 

·been· imprecise, their main conclusion- (i.e., that NEH had failed to artic

ulate a coherent-policy and was operating consequently in-~ policy vacuum· 

with respect to its _objectives and- priorit_ies·, passiVely responding rather 

than aggressively lca!l,ing) seemii -to be entirely correct. It is not ade

quate for NEH to respond that it makes policy decisions with respect to fund

ing line's; budgets, guidelines and special initiatives. The question is: · . - -

in the framework of what coherent overall policy for promotion.of progress 

and ·.scholarship ;ire such dec_isio_ns being made? One essential element of 

such a policy ~ld be the esta~lishiilent of the objectives by the achieve-

_· ment· .of -w-h_i~_h_ succ_ess _or failure can_ be measured. Beca~se such a policy, 

and•such standards~ tta_ve not be~n developed, it is literally impossible 

for -anyone to say wbeth_er, in it'! first 15 years, NEB has been a success 

or· a.failure. One shiply does nc;it know what it was supposed to have ac

complishe-i. 

'By -w-ay of extenuation, -wfui-t appears to be a very- !JDUSual situation, 

, 
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an organization staffed by intelligent and industrious people.oworking 

away diligently,, wh_en no one has a clear idea of where they are g61Dg 

or how they will know when they get there, is, I understand, not only com-
34 

inon among federil organizations: it is characteristic of t;hem! . This is 

no grounds for applause, however. It is natural to resist specifying ob-. 

jectives; first 1 because it is v~ry hard to. do this well, .and, second, be

cause one may easily fail to accomplish them. Still, failure to sped.fy 

objectives; especially for a comp~ratively tiny, necessarily catalytic, 

organization such as NEii, almost 81.!3rantees that no really significant 
• j ... -pc- . 

accompli~hments will be achieved. 

-5. Explanation:. Why No Policy Was Developed and Promoted. 

No .policy was developed and promoted because those responsible did 

not realize the need for one~ The program was administered by academics 

who took it to be self-evident that. ~he objective was to provide academic 

humanities with "a margin of .support." Providing support is an activity, 

not a goal; it is an activity supporting the goals of others. · Consequent

ly, no.need was felt to develop a comprehensive nati~l policy of dist~c

tive federal goals, priorities, or criteria.· Formal~ but not fina:l, ;.go~ls"
were involved, i.e .• , to provi"d~ support fairly, and with quality consider

ations iri mind. Furthermore, a constituency "willing and able" to receive 

all of the support that was available was immediately accessible (the col

ieges and universities, and their teachers and scholars), so there was no 

need, initially, for a plan to accomplish "constituency developmentn goals 

and objectives. 

Quickly these assumptions began to break down, and the long history 

of clash.between Congress and NEH may be looked upon as an atteiilpt by Con

.gress to convince a reluctant NEH that Congress had something else in mind 

other than simply a passive role in support of academic humanities on the 

basis of quality and fairness. Intensive Congressional pressure t.ras ex

erted, to the point of repeated legisla~ive amendments, to convince NEB 

that it was expected to reach beyond the academic constituency towards the 

general public, that it was expected to go beyond academic humanities to

wards applied humanities, and that it was to go beyond fairness in the 

direction of affirmative action. The acadeiilic humanities, with their $50 

:billion, were not accomplishing the objectives of the legislation, and 

' 
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w~re, possibly, impeding their accomplishment. To simply.provide them 

an additional stipend of insignificant amount could hardly be· expected 

to accomplish anyt~. ~d Congress expected some results. (The de

velopment of this cl.ash, from the· 1968 legislative milendments to the re

port of· the House Investigati~e Staff in 1979, will be traced in the next 

major section of this _essay;}= 

6. Assessment: Consequences. ·o·f "Having 'No Polici. 

a. Lack of Leadership. 
- . ,,../· 

In the. absence of policy., ).elidership was impossible, and NEH was 

unable to fulfill ~t Chairma;,:~Duffey has called "one of the mo!'.t impor

tant responsibii:Lties of the Chairman of the National EndCMDellt for the 

Humanities •••• the task of expres.sing the national interest in these . . . 35 
fields pf knowledge." 

b. Dissipation of Resources. 

In the absence of policy, a program.lacks focus and coherence. 

Whatever coherence.and focus pertained to the or~ginal, purely academic 

program, has been substantially.confused by Congressional intrusions am! 

NEH responses since tnat time. An important. statement of concern was 

made during appropriat~on hearings by W.McNeil Lowry, for many years the. 

· Ford Foundation'.s key exec1,1tive for humanities and arts programs, and,. 

according to Congressman.Yates, a major influence in the c~eation of the 

arts and humanities endowments. In a statement-directed specifica1ly to 

the NEA, ·but also intended to be instructive to NER,. Hr. Lowry ·said: 

I think that most of us fourteen years _ago would have expected that 
by 1979 we would have a clearer idea of federal policies in these 
areas • • • · .' In a longer statement I have filed with. ·the Committee 
which aeals with the h~n:l.ties as well as with the arts, I have 
con.centrated on the. need. for policy and planning, particularly as 

.-.it concerns the National Endowment for the Arts, and a clear state
ment of priorities and choices that could be defended or at least 
argued about. At present, there is not merely the absence of clear 
priorities bot the scatteration of funds, the diversion of many art~ 
istic enterprises ~rom their chosen objectives and functions, the 
attenuation ~ather than the discrimination of standards, and .the 
creati!Jn-together with State and community agencies-of a delivery 

· system that is expensive, cumbersome and parasitical ii 0 ,; • If I 
beJ.abor. the impor.tance o~ ·policy; strategy, planning and evaluation, 
Mr. Chairman~ it is because I think the longer the federal. govern
ment goes · ;,ithout priorities and choices, the mare difficult it 
will be to make ·them. It is already very late. ~6 
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c. The absence of,. or·confusion of goals. 

Chairman ~ffey haS remarked that it was not 

NEB specified any goals in its appropriation requests to 

until 1978 that 
37 

Congress. NEII,; 

since then, has provided "goal"·'statements that reveal a serious con-. . - - - --- - -

fusion of "goals" With ''iueans." Currently there are four major "goals": 

(1) To promote the public understanding of the humanities, . 
anc:l of their value in t)linking about the current conditions 
of national life; ,...-. ' (2) To improve the qua!ity of teaching in the humanities and 
its responsiveness to new intellectual currents and changing 

- ~ -- / . 
social concerns; ; ,/ 
(3) To strengthen the.scholarly foundation for humanistic 
study, and to support research activity which enriches the 
life of the.mind i~ America; and 
(4) To nurture the future well-being of those essential in
stitutional and human resources which make possible the study 
of the humanities,38 

The first three of these "goals" are restat.ements and amplifications of 

three of the seven tasks assigned to NEH in Section 7(c) of the legisla

tion. As such, they are activities, not goals. They also stimulate a 

question: where are the other four? _The otl}er four were (in summary):_:. 

(1) to develop a national policy for promotion; 

(2) to foster the interchange of information; 

(3) to support the publication of scholarly works; and 

(4) to insure benefits to all citizens. 

What ·we. have here is a .choice of emphasis among means, not the specific

ation of goals. What we do not have is a comprehensive r~tionale elij>lain

ing t,his emphasis in terms of the goals to· be accomplished, nor atiy means 

to verify whether these activities pri:lve to be successful in accomplis~ 

ing their goals. The fourth "goal" is espe·cially interesting, because 

NEH is here adding a task not "authorized" in the legislation. Although 

this task may well be implicit in the other tasl<s, it does represent a 
significant depa.ture, worthy of close scrutiny. 

An argument could be mad.e that it is better to express no goals 

than to confuse ends and means, goals and activities. Confusion is com

pounded, in the absence of a synthetic, coherent policy, when countless 

- other "goal" statements appear without a clear rationale nr apparent: con-

nection to the four major "goals." Reviewing the reports and testimony 

of the past. few years, one finds "missions," "mandates," "priorities," 
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' "objectives." "!~roles," "responi;iibili ties." and "purposes" for the fede= ---
al pi:ogram without_ any definition of the meaning of· these terms 1o. rela.;.. 

tion to one another; nor any.attempt to relate the content of the various 

statements.to each other or to·the four major goals._ Sometimes it seems 

that .NEH really has a.sirigle 

merits liy Chall'man Duffey: 

goal, rather than four, as 1o. these state-

......... 
The .Endowment's task, as I und~rstand it, from the legislation, is 
to try ·to connect ·the interests and concerns of our citizens for 
greater understanding of'_tlie complexity of our culttire, with the 
iiisi::itutions and individuals who can serve' those· interests, who are 
1o. a sense our cultural resources for learning the humanities.39 

We have a mandate from the Congress to support the study and nurture 
of the humanities by as many of our peop1e as possible.40 

The real story of the National Endowment for the Humariities is that 
its grants make it possible for individ!Ul_l American citizens to ex
ercise their curiosity, to ponder age-old di~emmas and modem per~ 
plexities, to keep their minds alive to all the.great issues about 
the hiiman condition. 41 · 

It is this role, to enable the ideal of democratic citizenship, that 
is the highest public purpose of the Humanities E~dowment~2 

NEH is the only Federal agency with specific and ·statutory respon
sibility for t~e state of the humanities in the Nation.43 

The course to be adopted by NEH is to keep alive the possibilities 
for intellectual diversity and for substantive access.44_ 

Sometimes NEH appears to have not one, or four, but two goals: 

NEB (has) two fundamental and complementary missions: 
·(1) to assist scholars and teachers in the humanities and the in
stitutions which nourish their work ••• and 
(2) to foster., ·in the public at large, an awareness of the crucial 
issues·in the humanities and of their importance for contemporary 
life in America._ 45 

'(Note: -the underlinings above are 'all added to suggest that these, 
too, are actions, not goals, and to suggest' their diversity) 

Although these citations· are, of necessity, taken out of their original 

context, the varying contexts in the full texts did nothing_ to c1arify the 

relationships between these statements in a systematic- arid coherent way. 

. ' . 
..... 
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7. Reluctance to Consider a:Policy·fc:ir:Promot:ion. · 

What is far more perplexing t:han t:he failure t:o develop a policy 

for promot:ion is t:he reluctance to acknowledge that such a policy is 

called for, or to consider what such a policy would be. There is even· .. 

what appears to be avoidance of the phrase "policy for prc:imotion"; in hun

dreds of pages of t·estim<?ny and r_epotts .I only found it used by NEH once, 

and that was an incidental, paif~·ing reference. Far inofe frequently, NEB 

connects with it:self the National .Foundation responsibility for· a "policy 
' .... · 46 

of stipport," usually translating its meaning into "a policy for support." . . ~. 

NEB has never, to lfI'J knowledge, acknowledged responsibility fot a policy 

fOt' pi;omotion,. in spite of the most insistent Congressional questioning on 

this point. One can only marvel as one observes Congressman Yates t:ry 

with great perseverance to get NEil to acknowledge thi.s responsibility, 

and u,ltimately fail. Congressman Yates: 

Again, there may be a failure of communication here as to what is 
meant by 'nationai policy.' The legislation does use the phrase 
'national policy for promotion.' Whoever was the senior humanitJ..es 
endowment official is qu~ted as saying, 'We do not have ~ natioilai 
policy, nor should we.' Obviously, you have to have a poli.cy for. 
promotion.47 

When·NEH declined to answer yes, or no, Congressman Yates finally gave up 

the attempt, consoling himself that, perhaps, NEB really did have such a 

policy in operation but just did not want to tell anyone what it was. 

Strictly speaking, the legislative mandate to NEii was to develop such a 

policy, not necessarily to write it down. Still, it is not easy to see 

how NEil could fulfill the second half of the request of Congress, to "en
courage the pursuit of a national policy" without at least telling people 

what the policy was. 

Something mote than an understandable reluctance to acknowledge a 

fault seems to be at work here. Such an acknowledgement would, literally, 

turn the NEil program inside out, 'transforming the agency from a passive, 

responsive, supportive one· into an active, initiating, catalytic one. 
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B. TIIE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT: PASSIVE SUPPORT? OR ACTIVE PROMOTION? 

1. The Argument'for·A'Passive·Role. 

Although an important evolution is taking place, the leadership 

of NEH continues to see the :federal humanities program .. as essentially 

passive and supportive. NEH, in this view, is a grant-maki.ug fouudation 

.whose task is to lllllke its grants according to standards of quality with 

s~ attention to questions of access. It is not a federal ~gency, w:l.th 

the responsibility" to accomplish .certain objectives. 'Its m1.ssion is. es-
48 . 

sentially, ·supportive •. .. 
While there is no reason 

. ,· 
why·'i foundation should ..- not actively 

pursue goals, and, indeed, most foundations certainly do pursue goals 

through their grant-making process, there are reasons, both.in the leg

islation and in· the political situation, that give some credence to the 

pass~v~ ·stance. Iri the first place, the original budget was $2.5 m1.11ion. 

It is difficult to imagine the accomplishxnen.t of goals with such a sum. 

Secondly, in the legislative "Declaration .of Purpose" one finds some Ju.s

tification for a passive, supportive role: 

It is necessary and appropriate for the Federal Govermnent to compie
ment, assist, and add to programs for ·the advancement .of the human
ities and the arts by local, State, regional and private agencies 
and their organizations-

·. 

But, ~ven here, the support is not for.the humanities,. but for the "advance

ment of the humanities." 

The original definition of the h~n:ities in the 1965 legislation 

was limited· co a list of academic disciplines, encouraging NEH to think of 

itself as a· support group for the academic establishment. This was encour

aged further ·by the name itself, ''National Endowment for the Humanities," 

lolbich seems to sugges~ that the goal of the program is merely the nourish

ment' of the humaniti~s disciplines, and not their application to important 

national objectives. 

The passive role was also·politically sensible, at least in the early 

years. NEH .. was a·n academically-oriented· institution, run by academics, in 

service to academics. Its· scope was defined as a number of academic dis

ciplines, at-least in the definitions section of the legislation. The po:L

itical P0"1'.er .. behind the 1965 act came from the colleges and universities. 

Senatpr Pell had join':'d his interest in the arts with die humani.ties 

.. 
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primarily to secure this political base, and he' acknowl~dges that, with

out the politi~l clout of the colleges and ilniversities.fed~al support 

for the arts could not have been accomplished. While Pell personally 'llish- < 

ed from the begtiming. that the federal humanities program wo(Jld. have the 

same public focus as the arts program, he did not at that time have the 

power to 

manities 
49 

jects. 

insist on that stipulation. Consequently, the early federal hu

program provided a ''margin- of support" for quality acadelilic pro
~··· 

A final factor in favor of .. passivity is that it is CCl!llParatively 
~ 

easy. ·A passive foundation relates to existing constituencies, and serves 

felt needs. Responsiveness is all that i_s required; it is not ne_cessary 

to create a new constituency, or to define and address needs that have yet 

to be widely perceived. The academic constituency was la_rge', ,.,ccessib1e·, 

and willing arid able to apply for funds to pursue tasks of its own choos

ing. ·It was easy to obtain an impressive array of applications. The main 

challenge was a formal one: to develop ~nd implement procedures for_ pro- . 

. posal review that would be sound, and defensible. 

2: The Argument for An Active Role. · 

In fact, inaintaining a purely passive stance proved to ~e impossible, 

and NEH is even beginning now to acknowledge an active orientation: 

The Endowment has sought to stimulate as well as to respond to broad 
and important areas o.f need in the humanitie~• Unt:l,l the Endowment 
instituted a program of grants for ·media 'projects, for eXSJDple, 
the translation of humanistic know:J.edge iitto television and r!!dio 
programs has (sic) been, at best, limited in both quantity and qual
ity. 50 

An active stance becomes imperative in one of two cases: either an impor

tant goal will not be pursued unless the agency acts, or a necessary con

stituency will not respond without active encouragement. Although not im

mediately _perceived by NEH, Congress intended that NEH reach beyond the 

goals of academic humanities, to achieve goals for the country as a whole. 

It also intended that NEH reach beyond the ready-wide academic constituency, 

to reach nei,- (and often hard-to-reach) constituencies in the public at 

large. To make this intent unmistakeably clear, Congress amended the law 

. significantly in 1968, 1970, and 1976. In-1968, the so-called "definition" 

of t;he"humanitie~" was supplemented to add both the notion of appliecl 

.. 
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humanities and.the notion of public focus. ·The words added were: "and 

the study ilnd _application of the· humanities to the ·human .enviromnent." 

In 1970, the defirdtion was furth~r supplemented, this time stressing 

the notion of reievance to the present day. The words added were: "with 

particular a_ttention to ·the relevance of the humanities to .the current con-

ditions of nationd life·. n -.. -.... ' 
By 1970' NEH was beginning to exper:!J?ent with "public programming," 

in response to .the Congressih°nal-'~ncouragement. Some of these expernnents 
1- -,,.. • -

reached traditional cuitura!"insti-tutions in what was essentially still. a 

passive mode; ~.g., sustaining grants to the New York City Public Library. 

But the one ·that shattered the tranquil passivity in Washington for good, 

it would seem, was. the creation of the state-based federal program. In 

terms of NEH's history, this development can only be seen as a shocking 

aberration, a st~ange marriage of the National Endowment for the Arts 

model with the National Science Foundation model, no doubt forced upon a 

reluctant NEil by intensified pressure from Congress. Senator Pell had 

wanted ·state humanit~es agencies from the very beginning~ 1alt~ouid,·;~ is 

not clear that he real!zed th.o.t they would fin~ no constituency there with 
.an appetite for .what they would be allowed to offe_r. The state arts agen

cies were winning applause for NEA in the h~lls of Congress, for reasons 

that were probably both political and idealistic, while NEB was seen as 

merely .re!!l-forc.ing the p"opular stereotype to the effect that. the humanities 

were elitist, esoteric, and irrelevant. With the utmost reluctance, I 

would suspect, but with no other choice, NER created these state-based 

programs. This reluctance found expression in their remarkably circum

scribed programming scope. Rather. than being invited to collaborate. in pr~-

·moting the federal -program in the states, the state-based endowments 

were prohibited from.addressing any of the filnding programs engaged in 

by NEH •. They were allowed "only to fund policy issue ~iscussions relating 

·to a single theme, a·program focus that required them to create a· new kind 

of. humanities (applied'humanities), and a·new public constituency. In 

short, the state~based endowments were to pursue goals that were largely 

unrecognized, and to develop constituencies that di.d not yet exi._st. This 

was a veri active and promotional ·re:;;pons"ibility. 
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Not only were state-based endowments surprisingly active, but they 

also constituted a new kind of activity for NEB. No e:Kisting agency ap-
- . ' 

plied to be a state-based humanities endowment; the agencies were created 

"by invitation only." In other words, alth_ou~h the grant-maki_rig process 

was use'd to fund these state endowments~ they were not -the resuit of °the 
normal process of grant-making. No guidelines were written and promul

gated; no open competition for landing was held; no j'qdginents on the 

basis of quality were rendered. Instead, what amounted to a contract 

was made (throug~ the proposa~~pr.<c"~ss, to be sure), With the terms of 

the offer· and the acceptance be:i,ng set by NEH, .but fleshed out by the 

_hand-picked applican_ts. In summary, NEB was creat:l,ng a new program 

for the purpose of doing program development and pr<imotional activity 

in each state so that the federal humanities program could begin to reach 

the gene:ral public• This was_ a very.active role on the national level 
f 

for an organization that, to this day, regards itself as passive. 

Congress applauded NEH for this Diove, while expressing concern that 

the narrow scope allowed the state-based endowments by NEB was an unwaJ;-

ranted circumscribing of their role. In i976, the state-based endowments 

were written into the federal legislation "(occupying a large part of the 

-total text).- For the first ti.me they were specifically authorized by 

Congress to pursue all of the programming options open to NEB; they were 

required to formalize their accountability to the people and the govern

ment of each state; and they were assured a minimum level of guaran):eed 

funding. NEH was to review, and to assess the "adequacy" of each pro

gram, but no longer to circumscribe its programming range beyond the 

limits set in the legislation~2 NEH was to devote at l~st 20% of its 

t_otal progr3mming budget to the state-based endowments. 

The appointment of Chairman Duffey to replace Ronald Berman was an

other sign of the need for a more active posture at NEH. More and more, 

NEH found itself criticized by Congress for failing to be aggressive 

enough in reaching beyond the small group of elite academic institutions 

most highly qualified, on the one hand, and in exploring possibilities 

for non-academic programming (with special attention to hard-to-reach 

constituencies) on the other. If quality had reigned supreme in 1965, 

the dominant thrlist of the new, Carter administration was going to be 

.,. 
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access (and access requires action,· affirmative· action). 53 In an early 

statement of the new policy, in November, 1977', Cbai_rman Duffey did not 

even mention t~e '!'Ord "quality," something, I suspect, that would have 

been impo~sible in· earlier days: 

'Wh_at is . this Admin1 stration' s emphasi!l and policy with .. r~spect to 
the. Hirnanities? •••• Our. goals are access for· all 'Americans;· 
diversity of activity; respect for taste iind j1,1dgment in every 
region and secti_o~ of the co~try; confidence in the shared 
conc~rn and goodwill of pe_ople ~o care about these matters every
where; enthu5iasm for a national response to needs ·in this · area.54 

' :· // 
While the official rhetor~c··of NEH is still overwhelm1.ngly passive, 

a conceptual transition towards a more active orientation' is beginning to 

become apparent. The.attempt to specify goals, for the _first time,·is one 
' ' . 

sign. The tendency_ to move from maj.tiple, formal, goals, towards one or 

two more final goals, is another. Dur:i.ng the 1981 appropriations hearings 

Chairman.Duffey expressed, in a striking manner, a· goal-orientation that 

goes far beyond notions of support, suggesting a dynamic and cat<µytic 

role for NEH: 
.The task of the Humanities Endowment is one of connection and in~r
action.!· .Its task is to encourage study and reflect:l.on over the deep
est: and broadest of human concerns. To do that it has had, first and 
fo~e~st, to stimulate and nurture the i~teractiori betveen our people 
and their questions, on the one hand; iind our cultural institutions · 
and th~r potential·, on the other .55 

Another development is very striking. This one pertains to NEB's 

Division of State Programs. Four years ago, when the Federation of Public 

Programs .in the Humanities was established, it 'was established on the pre

Diis~ that NEll's legislative mandate prohibited support services to the 

st.ate-based endowment_s. A little more than a year ago, in response to 

charges of the House Investigative Staff that the Federation had come in

to existence .because of a failure on NEii's part to provide lea~ership and 

support to the state endo'll!Dents, Chairman Duffey stated: 

Since the Endowment's essential mission as defined by Congress is 
to function as a grant-making organization, the Endowment staff re
cognized at the outs.et of funding state programs that the Endowment 

. couJ:,d not undertake extensive service functions. 56 

This· year, in.a 11/2 page document entitle!! "Program Initiatives, 

1981," (would that state endo"1nent reports to NEB could be so brief!) 

: 

-. 
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the Division of State Programs outlined its pl<µtS for the coming year. 

What do we find? Both a rather comprehensive list of support services to 

_be provided state-based endowments, and a consciousness of trespassing on 

the Federation's territory. "What is needed (from the Division of State 

Programs, the· document asserts) is sustained leadership on more 8ubstan

tive matters."· This includes: 

Further refinement and expansion of the Division's information 
sharing function. The automatic data processing system inaugurated 
in FY 1981 will be used extensively. Articles will be prepared for 
NEH publications which describe distinctive projects funded by state· 
councils. Thematic essays will·be prepared by Division staff on such 
subjects as local history programs a·nd methods of evaluation, and 

·will b"e circuiated to all the states. An orientation handbook for 
new members of state councils will be published. The Division will 
invite state representatives to Washington for symposia on select-
ed subjects, such as rural programming, reaching Hispanic audiences, 
and involvement of scholars from under-represented humanities dis
ciplines such as anthropology and jurisprudence. Division staff.will 
work with groups of states to explore possibi_lities for· multi-state 
funding of regionally important projects, and bi- or tri-state shar
ing of staff with.special skills (e.g., media, Native Americans). 

The Division anticipates that there will need to be "further clarifica'fion 

of the relationship between the Division, the Federation, and the· state 

councils. 'Ihere is potential for duplication between the Division and the 

Federation." Quite so. A remarkably active progrllll! for a passive agency. 

We might conclude that this sleeping beauty is about to awake. What a stim

ulati~ possibility! Of course, it is a large step from support services 

to promot~onal activity, but the thought of a true national/state partner~. 

ship for promotion of progress and scholarship in the humanities is an ex-· 

citing prospect to consider. 
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.C. THE STA~BASED ENDOWMENTS: SPECIAL STATUS? OR SIATE AGENCY? 

1. Historical Background. 

a-. Pre~l976; ·NEH "Program "Development Activities.· 

Prior to 1976, the .state-based endo;ments were .pr.ogram development 

activities. of NEH~ Although organizationally distinct (inclependent; ·ad.· ·' 

h_oc conimittees, in almost every easel, they were created by NEii solicita-
: . 

· _tioil., directed towarcls. NEB pr_ogram development objectives (development 

of a grass roots humanities constituency), controlled by .NEH re·gula;.. ::. 

tions~ _ and pro~rammatically circurilscribed by NEH-de'VeJ.oped guidelines. 

The document that eventually formalized the role of the state-based en

dowments was entt°tled "Stat~Based Program Principles and S~andards." 

The document is a·vecy strange mix of "official"~ formal requirements 

without any·spec~fic.indication of purpose, and "unofficial" goal-state

ments. derived, somehow~ from the .forni.al requirements by a panel of state. 

endowment chairpersons working with NEH staff. The .fox:mal requirements, 

or "principles•" foll~: 

(1) The humanities should be central to all aspects of the commit.tee's 
program. 

(2) ·Scholars in" the humanities should be involved centrally in 
~ach project funded. 

(3) All grants • • • should support projects dealing with public 
poli.cy i_ssues (defined as '"factually the subject of address" 
by a government agency). 

(4). The comiiiittee should have a carefully chosen state theme, and 
.the theme "should be central to each project, 

(5) Projects should involve the adult, out--of-school public. 
(6). Committee' objectives should be achieved by inaking grants. 
(7) The first six principles of the state-based program can best be 

achieved by a representative and volunt;eer state cOllllllittee.made 
up· of scholars in the humanities, institutional administrators, 
and menibers of the public. -

Because the s~te-based program involved a focus that was equally foreign 

to the public .and to 'the academic humanist, it implied three major program 

·. dev~iopment goals: 

(1) The development.of a ne\J public constituency for applied human
iti_es .discussions and the extension of this constituency be
yond "thos~ segments of the adult publi_c traditionally comfort
able "11th.and involved in conventional adult education," 

.(2) The development of a new constituency for applied hum8nities 
· involving a large n<lmber o·£. humanities scholars. -

(3) The development of an·expanding number of ·inst;itutional sponsors 
especially those "not traditionally involved.in humanitieS 
programming." 

.. 
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Thus, the p~ograms were designed to discharge Congress' instruction 

to NEB "co foster public understand1.ns and appreciation of the human

ities." Otherwise, programmatically, the state-based endowments were 

totally distinct from the national program: by and large, NEH retained 

its passive, academic focus, while the state-based endowments undertook 

strenuous program development activities on behalf of the federal human

ities program. Although NEH provided technical advice through a staff 

of program officers, it did not provide support services, nor was there 

any programmatic collaboration between state-based and national staff. 

This status for the st·ace-based program was no~ just "speci11ol"; 

it was unique. If NEB had opened a b.ranch office in each state·adVised 

by an ad hoc couunittee, the purpose served would have been the same. 
' --- . 

One could look upon the state-based endowments as a means by which NEB 

could accomplish program development objectives without greatly increas

ing its. need for administrative funds. The one drawback was a certain 

·break in the "chain of command;" and more than once NEB found itself push

ing on a rope, so to speak, trying to get tbe ad hoc committees to respond 

to its expectations. · -

b. The· 1976 Legislation: State-based Programs become. State Prog

rams on Their Way to Becoming State Agencies. 

'During the 1976 reauthorization process, the 'state-base~ program was 

written into the·Congressional legislation for the first time as a compon

ent element of the federal program. The new law gave more attention t6 the 

federal program in the states.than it did to the program of the National 

Endowment. While still required to submit a plan and periodic reports for 

review by NEH, states were now authorized by Congress to become full calla~ 

.borators with NEH, pur~uing on the state level the same range of program 

tasks that had been authorized for NEH originally in Section 7 (c) of the 

law, including purely academic programming. , In effect, the state-based pro

gram became directly accountable to Congress, with NEB functioning as a 

broker in the accountability process. The main advantage of th~s develop

ment, from the perspective of the state endowments, was that it allowed 

them to do at least some programming of a less stren~ous, more traditional, 

sort, serving the cultural as well as the. citizenship needs of their people. 
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The main disadvantage was the introduction· of a new note· of confusion. 

For one thi,ng, tVo :agencies, NEB and Congress, would now each be imposi_ng 

their dist'tilctive ·sets of expectations. And these two _agencies had not 

iµways been noted for seeing eye to eye. For ano~er, it wail not clear 

whether the. new situation would be but a half-way point on ·the passage 

to state agency status. Now, th~ most important point about state .agen~

cy status .was not the one most often mentioned,. that is,. the questi_on of 

possible political interference with the funding choices.· The most im

portant question ws wheth_er stat~ agency status would lliean that the .'-. . -
state endowments·would become instruments, no longer of a federal p~ogram 

in the s_tate, but of a state program whose goals and objectives ~uld be 

set entirely on the basis ·of. the distinctive character of the state. SUc:h 

programs inight truly be called "sta~e programs," rather t!ian "state-based" 

fede~al programs. Since 1976, confusion· over whether· the state endowments 

are intended to serve federal goals, state goals, or some combination of 

the ewo, has been a major-attribute of the progrS111. 

Soon affer the legislation was enacte.d, the NEH National Council 

issued its first tilstructions to the state 'endowments, in the fonn of two 

"comments" on the legislation. The first, Comments of the National Council 

on the_Humanities Regarding the "Plan" Reguired'of'State-Based Committees 

by the .New Legislation (11/19/76) was a straight-:forward review of the new 

statuto.ry· requirements for adrilinistration of the state endowments, with 

·special reference to accountabil"ity to the citizens and to the government 

of each state •. The second, Comments of ·the National Council on the Human

ities (February~ 1977): The Endowment's_Re.iiuthorizing Legislation and the 

.Programs of.State Colilmittees for the Humanities, was not an interpretation 

of the legislation so much as an expression of NEH's concern lest state en

dowme~ts be p~ecipitous and rash in broadening the 'scope of theJ.r program-· 

ming focus.along tne lines authorized 'by Congress. The second instruction 

affirmed NEH's contin~ing role of supervision of the state endowments, no 

longer by means of establishing c0111111on 'guidelines for all, but rather, af

ter the fact,' through the program review and·reauthorization process. 

While acknow_led_ging that· "the legislative history makes it clear. that each 

comlaj.tte'e must now make its own determination how best to serve the ~

ities-iliterests of the citizens of the state," and-that "the National Council 
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_may only advise committees of its own perceptions on opportunities for 

humanities endeavors throughout the nation as a possible aid to their 

planning," the instruction reminds state endowments that the National Coun
cil must "perform its usual function of recommendi,ng. to the Chairman action 

upon the state committees' applications." In other words, this "advice" 

is an offer the state endowments would do well not -to refuse.57 

The "advice" was,· in essence, to broaden programming focus cautious

ly, and only after the most painstaking forethought and consultation, and, 

above all, to avoid the kind of academic programm.:L_ng characteristic of the 

NEH role. "The conviction of the Council is that the public interest w:iii 

not be wisely served by the c_reation of 'mini-Endowments' in each state-

programs which fully duplicate all of the functions and programs of the 

EndoWl!lent~because of the obvious danger of redundancy, inefficiency, and 

waste of limited resources." The instruction did not explain how its ad

vice should be reconciled with the legislation whi~h, fro1o a pr_ogrammatic 

perspective, created 11mini..,.Endowments" in each state by assigning to the 

state endowments the same tasks it had as~igned to the National End~nt 

iil Section 7 (c) of the law. As a result, whereas the National Endowment 

was functioning in a policy void, the state endowments were now the bene

ficiaries of two different policies. 

In fact, the "advice" was good advice, although, perhaps, unneces

.sary. Had NEH though_t to ask the state endowments, it would probably have 

found little or no interest in academic programming, except as a support 

for applied, public humanities programs. Having cut their teeth on the 

zesty morsel of creating a new humanities and a new humanities constitu

ency, few states would have willingly turned to the drab passivity of sift

ing fellowship applications, The fears of the National Council were not 

confirmed in practice, nor, to the best of my knowledge, was their 11ew, -

"advisory" role ever formally queStionedc;i 

To add to the conf_usion, _the second instruction seemed at ot1ce to 

call for cooperation between NEH and the state endowments to gain maximum. · 

effect from limited resources.while avoiding all mention of ways in which 

such cooperation could be .inaugurated, and ruling it out .:!. ·priori with 

respect to academic programming. In one place we read: "Frugality will 

have to be the mother of invention and the mother of cooperation as well," 

• 
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and in another: "Not • • • does there seem to be a coherent rationale to 

an approach which would" 'divide up the pie' in such a way that· committees 

would make, for example, one type of fellowship award while the Endowment 

made others, or one type of educatio": grant while the Endowment made oth

er~." Why not? That sounds l.ike a. good start towards cooperatial'.!· Is 

there a serious 'intent here? There is no call for a meeting to explore 

·modes of communication, even within the sphere of pnblic programming. 

And yet, were the national public programming efforts coordinated with 

state programs, the inlpact and efficiency could b.e· truly ~ress~ve •. 
. . 

The instruction suggests that there are collaborative roles. State·t!ndow-

ments are encouraged to take.their place in the context of. "nation-wide 

_priorit:i.es in the humanities," and to honor the "relationship between the 

National Endowment '·s mission and the state committees' mi_ssion," when, as 

we have seen, these missions and priorities have never·been articulated in 

a coherent and ·coniprehensive policy fo.,_. promotion for the federal buma.ni.ties 

program • 

. As has been noted, the most disturbing concept introduced by the 

instruction was the suggestion that state endowments were no longer to -. . 
find their goals in the Congressional char·ge"to promote progress and schol-
arship in the humanities." Rather, they were to seek "imaginat::l.ve new 

means to be of se~ce to the state." They were to develop ~lans, not 

based upon collaboration with NEH to accomplish the federal mandate, but 

"after careful assessment and consultation within the state ••.• to serve 

broa~ly the citizens of _their stat:e." Henceforth, a major element in the 

state endowment review.process at NEB would be, not the fulfillment of . . . -- . 
federal priorities within the state,' but assessing and serving ~he distinct

ive needs of ~he individual state. But, since human beings'. needs for the 

humanities do not differ substantially between ~ew York and California, 

and since "wisdom and vision" in citizens is not somethin.g·different in 

each state, what this shift means in practice is that we focus, not on 

goals, but on affirmative action quotas. This is a triumph of formality 

over finality. 

Thus, not merely on the level of program focus, but in .terms of the 

very goals and.objectives of. the. federal program in the states, the.states were 

to be tran5plantedfrom ~ederal to state terrain. More and more they would , 

.. 
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be regarded not as state-based federal progrsllis, but as state programs; 

eventually, in all likelihood, as state _agency programs. Affirmative 

action to meet demogr_aphic targets is supplantj,ng the accomplishment of 

federal goals in importance. Why.don't we .simply give each citizen of 

the state ·Sc to attend the humanities pr:ogram of hii; _or her· choice-

s triumph of d~graphic balanc~ng of no value Whatsoever. There is no 

necessary connection between demographic balance and the success of the 

state end0"1ments. 

This -movement towards a state, rather than a federal, orientation 

submergei; the C01lllllon federal origin, support, and goal of out programs, 

and tenders the possibility of collaboration with NEB remote, indeed. 

It i~ confirmed, if confirmation is needed, in NEii' s "Seven. General · 

Questions for State Proposal Review." A question is asked: 

Are the c01lllllittee '·s overall program goals and objec;tives clearly 
defined? Are they adequately explained in terms of the humanities 
and of ·the character and resources of the state? 58 

One is not asked: "Are the goals and objectives any.good? Do they hav"e 

anything to do with Congressional intent? Is the program accomplish:l,ng,_ 

the purpose for which it was established and nurtured?" 

2. Special Status or State Agency Status? 

If state endowments are federal programs in the states, then their 

special status as the primary program.development agency of the federal 

humanities ptogtam should be acknowledged and affirmed, and they should 

embark upon an intense program of collaboration with NEB for joint nat!-onal/ 

state promotion of progress and scholarship in the humanities. :i:f, on 

the other hand, st.ate endowments are to be separated from the federal 

program in their exclusive pursuit of distinctive state.goals, then they ~hould" 

affiliate with their states and seek their primary support and their or

ganizational base in state government. The p~esent situation, in which 

they are both, and neither, is not a promising one. 

What obstacles impede the acknowledgement o_f a "special status" 

for the state endowments? One is certainly the term itself which, while 

appropriate, is -rhetorically unfortunate. It suggests a slightly differ-.. ' 

ent term, "special privilege," and an even more offensive one, "entitle,

·ment." Now, if there is one Congressional compl~int from which NEH has 

' 
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suffered mor~ than any other, it is the cha,rge that NEH has been ex

tending "specilil privil,ege" bordering upon "entitlement" to a limited 

number of·prestigious and elite institutions and agencies. It bas. so 

the charge i!l made. f~ctioned in a "closed circle.,, chaD:D.eling funds 

to its· friends and intimates. Nothing could strike more to the heart 

of a-passive,_grant-making institution, than the suggestion that its 

goals of quality review and fair access have been undermined by favor-

, itism. This is why NEB finds it so difficult to consider 14.th an open 

mind the fact of the special status of stafe endowients, and to reorder 

its relationship _to the state endowments from one of distance and de

tachment' to one of intimate. mutual collaboration. 

'The core.of the problem lies vitb NEH 1 s self-concept as a passive 

agency. lt"cannot be resolved unless NEH becomes more aware of. and wil

ling to embrace, _its active role and purpose. The reason :ls that active 

programs have other criteria, besides the formal standards of fairness 

and quality, in ordering their affairs;' namely. the accomp.lishment of 

goals. For an active, goal-oriented, _agency, the forming of partners~i.!1:.s 

for the pursuit of difficult goals-is a natural, not an. unnatural, act. 

Were th~ state_ programs supported by contract, instead of by g:rant (and 

there appears to be no reason why they should not be)• then the a_cknow

ledgement of special status, would appear to be easily done. Or, altern

atively, it mig~t b~ possible for Congress to find a way to appropriate 

.funds directly to the states •. In any event, something should be· done to 

remove once and for all the crippling effect of a situation in which the 

state endowments are called upon .to do, for NEB ~d for Congress, tasks 

that: no other grantee is asked to do, while, at the same time, they are 

treated as if they were.no different from other, self-interested applicants •. 

State endo'W!Dents exist for no other. purpose than to implement the 

·.federal humanities. program. · They were created by Congress and· REH exclu

sively. for this purpose. They do not apply for funds to suit their own 

purpose.!!, as other applicants do. -They are in competition vitb no one; 

rather, .they were all invited to take on a task for which no one was com-. . . . . 
peting, and for which few would care to compete. No applications were 

made in open competition in response.to widely promulgated·gu.id~ines and 

a .request for proposal_l?• The proposals that were·,submitted. were rea}ly 

contracts dictated by·NEH, submitted in. the_ form of proposals.to.fulfil 

the jots and tittles of the grant•making process.· 'lhe 1976 legislation 

._ 
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confirms, and does not alter, the special status ~f the state endowments. 

Rather,. it asks them to take on· even broader responsibilities in pursuit 

of the federal goals. What other NEH grantee is specifically authorized 

in· the' Congressional J,eg:!,sl.ation, with detailed instructions. govern:f,ng 

its characteristics, its number in each state (one), its lninimam level 

of funding, its' required level of performance ("adequate''). its perma.Jl

ence (there must be one in each state), its accountability> its relation-.· 

ship to state gove~nt, and its relationship to N@? For what other 

grantees is NEii required by Congress to spend 20% of its program funds 

at a minillnim. If all of these things do not constitute something spec

ial, it is hard to imagine ~hat would. 

Chairman Duffey acknowledges the special status. He calls it a 

"partnership": 

· I come to the chairmanship of the· Endowment with confidence that 
the partnership.which has been forged between the State Programs 
and the National Endowment is a firm.foundation upon which we can 
build in our cOlllllion. efforts to insure that the humanities wii1· 
continue to play a central role i:il. ali our lives• • • • this part
nership of purpose which informs our collective efforts in this im
portant work and which defines the programs and acti~ties i1t sta~ 
and national levels •••• I accept my responsibilities as Chairman 
on this asswnption: that without :Your effort, the full mandate of 
the Congress in this area cannot be carried out, ••• For my 
part I pledge the full cooperation of the Endowment to this end 
and look forward to working with the states in mapping a coherent 
strategy which will meet our common objectives.59 

But, not much has happened since Chairman Duffey said those encouraging 

words to express their implications or to promote their implementation. 

By way of contrast, the National Endowment for the ~ts has established 

an Office of National/State Partnership, and for more than two years 

representatives of NEA and the state arts agencies have been engaged 

in a shared decision-making process based upon shared long,-range planning 

fo:: "better serving the arts nationwide." 60 

The task and the opportilnity before us i_s to translate the rhetoric 

of "partnership" into a reality of coll~boration with openness and mutual 

respect, The reward of success will be greatly enhanced fruitfulness, 

and a .far more effective achievement of the goa_ls that we jointly specify 

within the overall general intent of Congress. In all honesty, not every 

state will look with joy upon the prospect of collaborating with REH. I 
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suspect that many would be· happy to surrender any cla:IJD to .special sta

tus if they could get thei~ money' and be left alone to do their job. 

In fac.t, any at'~empt to collaborate Will lliitially be simply one morie 

burden on ~gencies thit are already overburdened. NEB ~l have to re

strain its penchant for paterilalism, and the states will. have to learn 

to be less wary and more trus.t:i,ng and open, Some states hcrve been hurt, 

and they blame it· on NEH. Others sre so chall~ed by their local task 

that coll~boration in a national effort seems superfluous. From.NEH's 

point o~ v~ew, the task of establishing a collaborative relationship 

'with 5o+ ·programs and their thousands of active and inactive· melllbers, 

not to mention their governors, representatives, and senators, might 

well. seem a formula for certain madness. Nonethe.less, as NEH moves be

yond its former, eXclusive preoccupation with judging, evaluating, and 

motivating, all rather distancing kinds of activities, and begins to de

vote its energies to-supporting, helping and collaborating, as is forecast 

·in its program initiatives for 1981; and as the state endowments develop 

_a national perspective, and we all increase our sensitivities and profes~ 
. . 

sionaliSIQ, so l;hat we are able to help each other and not simply get in 

each other's way, then we will discover both greatly enhanced productivity 

and a lot more fun in aur work. 

D, PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: THE CHARACTERISTIC OF AN ACTivE END9WMENT 

1. The Many _Meanings of"Program Development." · 

By one of those happy accidents, the state-based endowments vere 

preven.ted -from addressing the needs of academic lnunanities during their 

early years. This !~berated them, whether they wished it or not at the 

. time, from the mere.ly passive role, and c;hanneled them in the direction 

of the Congressional goals. Like NEH, the state endowments sav themselves 

as grant-making institutions, and they would most likely have been happy 

to ·function as passive institutions, .carefully doling out funds to an 

eager· constit_uency. Unfortunately, there turned out to be no ~eady con

stituency'.for the kinds of programs they were allowed to fund. Prepared 

to :review.proposals w:l,th standa~ds of quality and access.in mind, the 

state-based en_dowment:R·quickly found that there.were_few applicants for 

~heir funds. In those days, no one even knew what ·Public ~ities 

• 
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programm:J,ng Jl!ight: be; how could t:hey, t:hen,· apply for funds t:o d_o it:? 

The t:ask called.for t:he creation of a new public constit:uency for a new 

kind·.of public act:ivity. It also called for the enlistment of a special 

kind of humanist: and t:he developlitent: of a special k.iD.d of bumanit:ies. 

St:ate endowments soon found themselves immersed in a wide range of activ

ities designed to inform, persuade, 11ssist, induce, conve_rt:, and seduce 

constituencies, and des.igned to evoke, stimulate and foster exciting ideas. 

In addition, they foun:d themselves learning the skills of public b\Jman

ities pedagogy and c~nference management, and training others in those 

skills.· They became creative as conceptualizers, and the brokers of pro

jects that otherwise would not have come to be. They des.igned and imple

mented a variety of support systems to make it-easier for others to do 

public programming, In short, they engaged in t:hat be~ildering complex 

of activities we now call "program development." 

For goal-oriented, catalytic foundations i:hct-.seek not merely to 

support, but also to transform the status quo, program development is 

equal in importance to grant-making. Their program activity looks l~lq: 

th:ls: 

.}~~~~~ PLANNING 

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 1 
~EVALUATION( 

The term is sometimes used to describe a management process we might 

rather call "development of the program." This process, which encompas

ses the setting of goal.s and the monitoring of their accomplishment is not 

what we will be discussing. We may define program development, in the 

sense we are ui;iog it, as activity that facilitiates the accomplishment 

of goals.. In the analysis below I will indicate five major k~ds of 

program development activity, snd fourteen separate variations, all of 

which are presently employed in the state endowment programs. Every year 

the program development activities of _state·endovments become more sophis

ticated and more burdensome. It is because of the extensive commitment 
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to pr<?gra:in development activity that state endoWnient operating expenses 

are so high,' in proportion to the' total resources available (at present, 

ap_proxilllately $1 of every $3 is used for operating expenses). The most 

p'romising ~ to· further enhance the effectiveness of px:ogram develop

ment a~tivi~ wh'ile ·r~ucj,ng cost lies in the possibility of national/ 

state collabOration • 

. a. Outre~ch'to-Important·constituencies. 

Outreach efforts differ' according to the kind-of·constituency being 

.addressed, 'and the purpo·se inten~ed, . In some cases, it is enough mer~ly 

to comIJ!llllicate information.· In others, you are trying to persuade~_con

vince,_or entice. In st~ll others, you are seek:l,ng to provide assistance. 

(1) Reaching' ACademic Humanists. 

The-first stage is simply making contact, and communicating an 

understanding of the public humanities.program. The second stage is 

encouraging participation, ~n spite of the fact that academic reward 

!!YSteillS ·do not .recogn_ize such activity as professionally .certifiable. 

80111? committees have sought to alter this attitude. Others have tried 
. -

to-build into their programs provis~on for publications.that might legit

imate participation. The. third level is trying to improve the quality of 

the involvement. This is approached, on the one band, by ~ans of direc

tories of humanists that_ indicate special skills and capacities so 

that the talents may be readily matched with the needs of varions projects. 
. , . 

On the other hand, humanist performance in public programs can be struc-

·turo?d .so as to prOm.ote effectiveness,. and some training can also be pro

vided. It is all -a matter of how far the state endowment staff can afford 

to involve itself. 

(2) Reaching Underserved Constituencies. This important activity 

in recent years has tended to get attention at the expense of other im

portant program development objectives, It has become fashionable, and 

sometimes seems to be'all that NEH means when it speaks of_"program devel-

cipment." It _is a troublesome ar~a, because the key 

and the.criteria have:·not been clearly established, 

terms are not defined, 

We all use the term 

"underserv_ed," b~t no one kn9ws what it means. In a simplistic way we 

'tend to think that if, say,- 10~ of the population is rural, ·then they ought 

to be sponsortilg 10% of our ·projects. But that i_s not necessarily true·. 
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ljuppose ·they do not want to? Do we make them? Suppose they are not 

capable? Do we support them? Suppose they· are not ready? Do we rush 

them?, Chairman Duffey has used· the interesting phrase "willing and able" 

in this connection. That is, in this view, our responsibility is to make 

our program available to those 'Who' are ''willing and able": to respoiid to 

it. But, in the context of needs assessment and affirmative action 

targets, we have not the refined instruments to d_istinguish b_etween the 

~ling and able, and those Who are not •. Consequently, it is impossible 

to tell who is really underserired. In many cases, we cannot even define 

the target gro·up. In Florida, we think we are underserving the Hispanics, 

but we don't Im~ who th_ey are, or how many they are. Do we mean "Span

ish-speaking"? Do we mean the descendants of the conquistadors? 'lbere 

is a fair indication that the Spanis~speaking, right now, are not really· 

-"willing and' able." It seems that grant-making is foreign to their Cul

ture. Should we undertake to transform their cultural perspective just 

to get them to fill our quotas? Is the goal of affirmative actiQn equal 

opportunity (how is this measured?) or equal participation? There is great 

need for a national policy for affirmative action deuling with these -

questions, and others. There is great risk of tokenism and the mis

application of resources here. The same three stages of contact, encour

agement, and skill-development are involved here: Most programs provide 

extensive technical assistance to all applicants for funding; here it is 

apt·to be even more extensive. One of the problems here is that technical 

assistance is easier to provide for the proposal than it is for the proj

ect. Often, but not always, the skills required for one are also re

quired for the other. Thus, we may get an applicant th~ough the review 

process, only to ejcpose him or her to a failure experience in the imple-. ' . . ' . 

mentation. 

(3) 'Reaching the General Public. 

The pr~ry vehicles for program development activity With the gen

eral public are the newsletter and the projects themselves. Most states 

disseminate widely their newsletter. They use the newsletter, among other 

ways, as a means of suggesting project ideas to the broad public. Second

ly, most states find ways to make use of their projects as forums for pub

licity about their program •. This is done by providing handouts, banners, 

., 
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or other· printed materials (one 's_uggestion: nmue r,ags, with the endow

ment riame o? them, for ~se in projects), or by mak:f,ng personal address

es of welcome at project events.' 

_ (4) Reaching Opinion Leaders.,-

Opinion leaders -pose special problems: they are busy, preoccupied, 

· and skeptical about ivory-tower' idealists. They are unlikely to reaii 

the newsletter. They are too busy to attend any but the most carefully 

designed project.· In my opinion, they require a very special kind of 

program development activity; they can be drawn by invitat:f.on into very 
- -

selective prograJllS of high quality. This raises quest:ions of e1it:ism, 

~ch quickly yield; I hope, to the more important (and largely unaddress-: 

ed) question of s structured prog1:am. We tend to-think in monolithic 

tel'll!S, applying univocal standards to a wide range of different situations. 

There is great poss!bility in a state endowment ~pproach tliat deliberate

ly seeks out projects embodying an elitist component, a m:lddle level 

component, and a lower level component. The humanities need not be fed 

to. all with the same strength of dosage. I am particularly intr'igued by 

the thought that a program at one level might generate the material for~ 

a program at another level-~a little like the fourth-grader helping the 

second-~rader with her homework. 

b. Removing Obstacles; Giving Special Supp~rt(Special Status) 

(5) A very important area of program development that is easily over

looked is the ·efficiency of_the grant-management sy,stem. A program may 

work hard to involve an important constituency, and succeed, but for one 

time only. The experience of the applicant with the unnecessary burden 

o~ the application and reporting system may be ·so discouraging that it 

discourages further application. The appliC<lnt may also experience a 

kind of failure in the execution of an otherwise-good program that dis

courages further participation. In the former case, ·state endo~ts 

try continually to b~lance their need for information against the weight 

of burden placed•upon the participant. In general, the tetidency is to 

!'p~ay -safe," ac··the expense of the applicant, by requesting more infor

mation in proposals and reports than is really require~ to make good judge

ments. In some cases we request the w'rong information.- Concinnai review 

is needed to simplify and streamline the experience, of ~the app~cant. With 

~. ' 
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resP.ect to project implementation, there is a greater burden. Some states 

have e_ngaged in training sessions for new project directors. My impression. 

is-that such sessions are not really effective. States neither have the 

sta,ff, nor the right, to intrude in the execution process. This remains 

a most vexing problem. There is a h.igh enough incidence of experiences . 

that are depressing for project directors to s.uggest that we may be, in 

the long run, .simultaneously developi!J.g, and discour.aging, our constitu-" 
.. · 

ency •. '· 

(6) ·Mc?st states would acknowledge that theJ: give special attention to 
' / 

proposals frem hard-to-reach constituencies but, if yon pressed them, they 

would probably not want to· admit that they show favoritism by employing~ 

flexible standard of quality in prop_osal review. They would be even less 

lik~ly to admit this in the' case, ·not of an underserved constituency, but 

of a program priority; e.g., if our priority is to invelve broadcasters, 

we ·are likely co give very special attention, indeed, to the first ap

plication we receive from them. This makes us uncomfortable on the level 

of fairness, but something inside tells us it is right. We are engaged 

in the formal/final dilemma: our formalities are in conflict wit~ our ·-· 

goals.· I would argue strongly that fixed standard.s of quality are riot 

applicable to an active foundation, that our goals have a very special 

status, and that agencies submitting applications to foster our goals 

directly should be given very special treatment. This is a basic form 

of program ·development activity. 

c. Systematized and Structured Support 

(7) Packaged Project.Kits. 

Some states purchase, or produce, media materials, and combine these 

with background material and, sometimes, study guides, and then make these 

available to their constituency for the basis of local humanities programs. 

By providing the core content, they· make· the execution of a project much 

simpler while providing enhanced audience appeal. These kits are especial-

ly ·useful for small projects iii remiite areas, typically a rural li~rary, 

where· they make possible a series of good experiences with a minimum of 

effort. Film, television, or exhibit material is the core of such kits• 

(8) Media Centers, 

Some stat;es have institutionalized their kit development effor.ts in 
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·."media c~ters." These centers are a neces6ary base for extensive work 

with kits, since this is beyond bOth the time and ability of the·~egular 

endo-iiment s~ff. In addition, 

.advertising agencies, as well, 
' . . 

media centers tum out in p·ractice to be 

providing very important public J:elati_ons 

services for .the endOWtDeDt, itself; and for its 

resolved question about media centers is one of 

projects. The major·Un

cost/benefit, since they. 

are veo/ expensive opera~ions. Ht;;re, the possibility of nai:ional/Eicate 

collab~ration is most excit~.....---·The ideal probably would be to have all 

state-based endo\iments sate11ited upon a single, extremely well staffed 
- I /,/ 

and_ equipped,. media center. ,-· 
'" 

(9)'Broadcas~ing. 

An ongoing liaison with·broadcasting agencies can be an extremely 

fruitful program development component. Although most program develop""' 

merit out~each "is·through the organized structures that represent constitu

encies ·and are likely to sponsor projects for them, some direct appeal to 

the mass public through- the mass media can set the climate for hU111anities 

prograllimllig and draw attention to the endowment, "itself. The most natur--
al form of ~elationship is one through which the content of other funded 

projects becomes the core of 'programs for broadcast. This may involve . - . . . 
an edited presentation of the highlights of a conference, or simply an 

interview with the principals. Or, a film or tele~sion program may be 

prepared both as a resource for a live project, and as a means to reaCh 

a larger public. Since what broadcasting does best is to present the 

surface of things, however, there is.always a problem.that the substance 

of the project will ·be lost on its way to the station. In this respect, 

radio a'?-d print, with their focus on words, are the natural mass media for 

humanities progrsimrnf ng, and we have only begun to explore their possibil

iti.es. Courses El:'._. Newspaper is an outstanding_ example on the national leV

el, but, because o~ the impossibility of national/state collaboration in 

the past, it is my_impression that state endowments have not benefited 

greatly from this pr~ject ~upported.by the National Endowment. Some state

based endowments have.had-extraordinary success with brief public servic~ 

announcements, or.programs ra,ng~ng from .one to five minutes and conveying 

. a single, ·humanistic insight relevant to contemporary life •. 

--
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d. ·Special Program Initiatives: 'Req~ests :for'Proposals. 

(lO)Project·Concept·Only. 

At the most elementary level, a request for proposals simply iden

tifies a. general concept (topic, audience, approach) that the state-based 

endo'W!Dent would like to promote, and asks for a response from group_s inter

ested in the concept. This is a very effective way to help the public un

derstand bow the humanities can relate to their needs and interests and, .. ·. 
if it :l,s well done:. it invariably produces results. The o:c:iginal "state 

·' 
theme" was based. upon this insight;~but foundered on the unwarranted as

sumption that·special initiatives should be the core of the program, and 

could only be dealt with orie at a time. An example of a concept initiative 

would be an announcement of interest in programming for rural people, 

possibly specifying a rural topic (the decline of the fSmily farm), or 

involving use of a packaged kit of rural materials. 

(11) Project Design. 

More ambitious special initiatives involve. the state endowment.s in 

the specification of the details of design not merely for the conten~ but 

als·o for the format of programs. An example would be a weekend retreat 

for legislators to explore a specific issue in the light of its value im

plications, according to a certain process designed to produce a certain 

kind of effect. While such a project would be announced in ~he newsletter, 

it is very likely that the endo'W!Dent would personally solicit the poten

tial· sponsor of such a project, and collaborate closely with such a spon

sor in the design of the program. The more important it is to insure that 

the project is a success, the more necessary it is for the endowment to b·e 

involved in the design. 

(12) Project"Implementation." 

I have placed the word "implementation" in quotes so as to ease the 

anxiety of the devotees of passivity. When an endo'WIDent wishes to bring 

about a major project involving coordination between several different 

sponsoring agencies, each of whom is responsible for only part of the whole, 

th~n it.must of necessity get involved in the implenientatio~, at least in 

a coordinating role. When the components are intended to build together, 

the endowment ll!."Y find itself. in a training role, as '1ell. Suppose, for 

-eli:ample,.that a state endowment .wishes to stimulate major conferences in 
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every i::egion of the state to culminate in a statewide conference that is 

itself based upon the regi_onal conferences. Suppose further that it 

iJants; for. policy reasons, to have each of these conferences spollS!Jred 

and directed. by a different kind of _ag'ency. Then, a coordi.nat:f,ng and 

training role b_ecomes ll?'lVoidable; 

:e. State Endowment. !mage_.and.Resource Building. 

(13) Public Relations. . 
' 

For some time the state-based ~dowments thought that ·'it was enC)ugh 
' ./ 

to promote progress_ in the ,humanities in a quiet way. Gradually it has 
/' 

become cle~r-that that is uot·enougli: they must promote themselves as well. 

It is not .enough to. di) good_, oxi.e must look good .as well. This is· not a 

matter of vanity, but of political reality; Espf!ciilly in tlie absence of 

program-policy and verifiable systems to measure the accomplishment of ob-. . 
jectives, the only grounds for continued public support is a favorable 

public awareness of the agency. Senator Pell made much of the f~t that 

the hea~ of the.arts agency in one state did not even know the name of the 

hea,d of th_e humanities endowment in that state, and thought of the latt~ 

as·a "secret society.~ In the absence of documeµ.ted accomplishment, pub

lic visibility is the only grounds for public support. Consequently, states 

h_~ve begu_n to giv_e mlich greater attention to this element of program devel

opment. The mi)st effective form of image build_ing is, first, to fund very 

successful projects, and; second, ·to be sure that you are identified with . . . 

· them.. A second form of image building· involves the design of projects 

tJiat will_ invelve the opinion ·1eaders of the state. By setting out to in--

. volve them successfuli)'. in projects, you bring their attention to. the ~gen~ 

~Y behind the .projects. ~ ~bird important means of image building, of 

'course," is broadcasting. Media centers, capable of de~igning and produc-

. irig slick brochures and impressive releases of various sorts are a major 

help in· this connection. 

(14) Fund .Raising. 

Fund :raising for ·.state-based endm.nnents used to be of crucial im

:portanc.e to .relieve- _the crippling austerity of their administrative bud.,

gets whose size bore n() relationship to the tasks ~ected to be done. 
. . 

Tbe·intelligent'response of NEH in recent years to this nced,·~e it has 

.. 
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relieyed for the' moment the administrative cru_nch, has created a nev prob

lem: the_ dispropor.tibn between the t_otal budget and its administrative 

component. Currentiy state endowments are using $1 _for administration 

(primaril)'. for program development act_ivity, ·to be sure}., for every $2 . 

they give in grants. Senator Pell has been raising the question of ad

mini_strative ceilings' in the ra,nge of 5-'10%. You can see that ve have a 

problem, at· ieast potentially. We ~an easily cut back our adm_inistrative 

budgets by elimiilating our program.development efforts. But, without suc;h 

efforts, we vill not accomplish our /objectives. The only other· possibil-
' . 

ity is to increase the total size.of the program in order to achieve the 

efficiency of s~ale. Our programs at presen~ are simply too small to 

sustain the core staff necessary fot the responsibilities involved. If 

ve double the size of ~ach program, it is likely that ve could reduce our 

administrative cost to less than 20%; if we triple the total ·size, to less 

than 15%.. In the absence of any indication that NEB is about to double 

the budgets of its state-based endowments, our only hope is substantial 

fund raising. 

2~ The. Opportunity for National/State Collaboration. 

a. A Policy for Promotion. 

One glance at the kinds of things the state~based endowments are do

ing with respect· to program development, in contrast to vhat the National 

Endowment 'is doing, should convince us that there is no real chance for 

collaboration without a new policy for promotion establishing the federal 

humanities program as indisputably active in the pursuit of clear objec

tives. In a meeting recently held at NEB_, at which several states explor

ed with NEH staff the difficulties of reaching Hispanics with humanities 

programs, representatives of the Hispanic community entreated NEil to get 

involved in doing something of significant scope in cooperation with the 

states in order to put: the federal program "on the map" in the Hispanic 

community. The response was the predictable: we are a passive agency. 

But, if NEH and th_e state endowments ate both commissione_d by the sallle 

legislation, and both pursuing the same goals, something is quite vrong 

when one sees itself as passive, and the other sees itself as active. 

A reconciliation is required before real collaboration can begin. ,. 
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: b. Collaboration in ·Pro gt am: Developmen~. "-: 

After the nationa1/state ·partnership has deve1~p-ed a CO'lllprehensive 

policy for' promotion of progress and scholarship in the huimmitie·s. it 

should review the kinds of program development actiVity I have::outlined 

above asking the queation: in what areas could collaboration multiply 

effectiveness? Let me simply list bel_~w soine·poss~bilities. _ 

(1) A.national/stat~ newsletter. 

What al:io\lt a nationally cOiiiP"uterized mailing list? What about a 

national newsletter incorporating ~ubs~ntial 'material on state themes •. 

and allowirig for.· the ins~rtion '.of·~ different local section for each .-:: , 
" state? What about nationally produ_ced special newsletters for state pro-

gram staff? For state comlliittees? For state chairpersons? 

(2) Media Production. 

What about the systematic production on a national basis of high 

quality fi_lm. television and radio material suitable for promoting _the 

progress of the humanities, or for use -in state program projects? A film.. 

could be prepared doclllllenting the role of the huinanities in exploring im-_ . . . -
portant public policy issues. or demonstrating how humanists function' ef~ 

fectively in an applied humanities context. Media materials could be pre

pared cha~ would set the base for a nationnl debate in the scholarly com

munity about the· concepts of academic humanities. applied humanities and_ 

comprehensive humanities. These media materials could be complemented by 

essays and other materials needed to .support the great debates· both in the 

_public forum and within the humanities community. Just as it is almost a 
. . 

scandal tha.t the present national media program: operates in complete dis-

regard of state endowment needs, so it is cause for great concern on ~e 

l_ev:el of. dissipation of resources that each state should seek to respond 

separately to provide these important resources. 

~l) .Media Acquisition and Dissemination. 

Besides producing. media materials to order, there is a large oppor

tunity ·to·make use of existing materials in new ways as support for the 

federal humapit}.es ·program. ·It is far cheaper to purchase than to pro

duc_e •.. It is far cheaper to-develop packaged program kits on the nation .. 
. . 

·. 

al level than i; is,.to do it separately ·in the 50 states. And, it can be done 

... 

. 
' 

. 
' . 
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vith far greater quality control~ ·EconOmies of scale cannot be realized 

in media centers at the state, or even at the reg!onal lev(!l. The ef

fective dissemination of media materials requires the creation of a net

work of information based upon critical review, similar to the book r~ 

view industry, that will make.possible choices for use without pre-screen

ing of material. This is an enormous task. In addition, not everything . 

that is produced is worth saving, .not to· mention distributing. There has 
to be· some quality control.- 0n'~~e ~ther hand, it is likely that many 

fine media productions at the state'level are simply being lost because ' -- .. - -

there is no provision for th~ir proper storage. This is a national prob

lem requ'iring a national solution. 

(4) Print.Materials. 

State endowments spend great efforts trying to translate the con

cepts of their programs for hard-to-reach constituencies. Why should we 

no't malse a national effort to generate print materials that will speak to 

each constituency in its own "langua~e" about the relevance of the goals 

we are pursuing to their needs and interests? What does the humaniti.e~ . 

mean to the farmer, to the laborer, to the skilled cra£tsman, to the white 

collar worker, to the executive, to the professional, to the artist, to. 

the indigent? What do cultural roots mean to the American Indian, to the 

Hispanic, to the Black, to the Jew, to the Irish, to the Italian, to the 

·scandin<lvian, and so on ? What does work mean to a person; and leisure? 

What does family mean? and community? and individuality? What does justice 

mean? and equity? and generosity of spirit? The most misleading assertion 

about the state-based programs.is that they are not all, alike pursuing 

these fundamental questions. By exaggerating the distinctive -characteris

tics of individual states we blind ourselves to the common core of our pro

grams, and to-the possibilities of common approaches to our goals. 

(5) Major Demonstration Projects. 

State endowments are handicapped in open!ng up new tert:itories by~ 

the limited funds at their disposal. The AFL-CIO is not likely to get 

overly excited about the possibi_lity of a $7 ,000 grant for humanities 

programming. But NEH is doing work on the national level to reach the 

blue collar worker with humanities programming. A national/state collab

oration here could produce fruitfulness beyond what one might imagine, but, 

: 
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to the best of my lmowledge, there .is no plan to use. the federal effort 

as a demanstratio~ project in the states. "the same is true· with "rural 

peop_le, recent immigrants, ~ other. hard-to-feach constituencies~ We 

need the capability of major projects just to get their attention. . . 
(6) !mag~ Building Bild· Ftind:Raisuis. · 

If ·we have to do these tM,ngs, why not do them P.rofessicnally, 

t_hrough a· natioflal, humanities~ public re!ations firm.? I can hear the 
,J 

groans arisirig ·now! · But, think a minute. Do you object to the substa~ce, · 

or co: the image? If we are, µi fact, doing PR, ·and if we are, in fact, 

seeking to raise funds, are we any more virtuous because we do so in a . . . 
piecemeal and, I am afraid, often unprofessional manner? I am not s_ug-

gesting a k:1n4- of centralized image-control that will constrict the in-

. dividual personality of the various state endowments. I am arguj,ng for 

a national agency that ~ill provide essential professional setvices to 

the states individually, as well as a core of common material's that ~ch 

state may use at its discretion. 

c. The Role of the Federation of.Public Programs. 

National/state collaboration need not be a threat to the Pedera~!!U· 

To the.contrary, the Federation is the natural vehicle through which the 

states will focuS and express their collaboration. The primary and ad

equate purpose of the Federation has .always been to provide the states 

with a. single voice in their dealings with Washington, It can now be

come the expression of that "single voice"as we explore with NEH the areas 

in which co],laboration will initially be most fruitful. It may also be
come the contractual agency to implement the programs of collaboration 

upon which we agree. 

E. STATE ENDOWMENT PROGRAM.REVIEW: PROFESSIONAL? OR UNPROFESSIONAL?· 

·1~- Background~. 

In 1979, the"Florida Endo-wment for the Humanities received a poor 

review~ Based upon this review, NEH imposed conditions on its grant that 

had a crippling effect from which the. program is just ·now recovering. In 

retrospect it i·s clear that 1979 was by far the most successful year FER 
. 

had"ever experienced. For example, audiences for its projects increased 

by 500% that year. The putP.ose of this study was to try to determine 
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how such a thing could occur, and to make suggestions that would prevent 
61 

the sallle th:f,ng happening to others. While NEH was unable to release any 

of its review documents for study~2it did make a contribution of great 

significance by directing me towards the Urban Institute, in Washlilgton, 

D •. C., · an organization that has done outstanding work in des_igning eval:

uation systems for federal programs. A number of state..,based endowments 

provided me with copies of their recent proposals and review lettets~3 Re

view of these documents disclosed some of the patterns ~hat I ~l mention 

below •. 

. very early in the study it·became clear that ,you could not ~egin to 

design a professional evaluation system unless you had a clear id~ of the. 

nature and goals of .the organization you were trying to evaluate. This 

led me to broaden my study to include the question of spec~l status as 

·defining the nature of the state-based endoWlllents, and to explore the 

question of program development as defining the goals. It quickly became 

apparent that one could not define the special status of the state-based 

endowments without some clear knowledge of the status (nature) of the N!Ji, 
nor could one ~~~l effectively with the goais of the state~based endoWuieiits 

unless one also clarified the goals of the NEB. It seemed clear that both 

the state and the National endowments were components of a single federal 

humanities program, rooted in the Congressional legislation. Consequently , 
I reviewed the legislation and the reauthorization and reappropriations 

hearings, .and various reports related to these hearings, in order to discern 

as best I could tbe nature and goals of the program in which we are all in

volved so intimately. 

i was very surprised to find that, as a federal program, we have no 

comprehensive policy that tells us who we are and what we are supposed to' 

accomplish. I wa~ also surprised to find that, because of the absence of 

clear objectives for our program that could be accomplished in a verifiable 

manriei:, !'EH was engaged in the same kind of wastefui and inconclusive self

justifying activity that was the c.ore of the state review process. As the 

result of these discoveries, I found m~self trying to deal with the question 

of program policy and program design as a prerequis'it_e to addressing the 

question of program review and assessment. In fact, the two are inseparable • 

• 
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Prof_essicinal program a~sessment presupposes .professional pz:ogram design. 

You cannot measure success, unless you have defined it. ThiS is, I sup

pose, the major ccinc1usion of this report. Before .turning to some more 

particu1ar aspect!' of the state-based end=ent review. process, I vou1d 

like to encourage as S
0

tr0ngly as possible the employment .of the Urban - . . . . 
Institute specialists to critique and help us improve the pz:ogram de~ign 

, . . . . 

and evaluation_ system of the federa1'humanities program. 

Of ·course, this ·presupposes that we would prefer to function on 

the level of reality and not on -the level of appearance. The advantage 

of professiotuµ p_r_ogram design is that it greatly enhances the chance 

for success. The disadva;itage of professional program assessment is that 

it greatly diminishes the opportunity to disguise failure. If we are 

content to continue to orchestrate the"plaudits of those who have bene

fited from our funds, and if these voices speak with political force, it 

may be ~ecessary to document achievement in any other way. Certain1y 

this has been the'basis of our success in increasing federal support to 

this point. But, a new age may be upon us, an age of minimal governmei:it · 

and financial.stringency, and ~is may call for a new professionalism in 
the way we justify support. · :tf so, our need for professiona1ism may be 

. more urgent than we.may realize. 

2. ·The ReView.Ptocess for State~Based Endowments. 

The only thing more striking to me than the lack of professionalism 

· in the present s;ate-based end=ent review process is the general lack of 

awareness of ·this lack of professionalism. The complacency of the Division 

of· State Programs iri this regard can only be described as stunning, if not. 

s~ocking.. The defects are not ·subtle,. but grossj and, it seems to me, one 

must be totally lacking in reflec~ivity not to"perceive them. By way of 

ex·teiiua_tion, -many· of them are rooted in the failure of NEH to recognize 

th~ special status of state-based endowments_, and others are based upon an 
uriawareness of the role of goals and of l'rogram development activity in the 

fu'!-1 sense. of· the term.. The confusion between feder!tl goals and state goals· 

. pervades the process·, as do many of the other confusions and ambiguities 

that have been. dealt with in the earlier portions of this report. 

.• 
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In summation, one may say with accuracy that the review process is 

based upon unreliable sources, and inappropriate assumptions; that it is 

implemented by persons untutored and unskilled in the demands of prof es

sional evaluationJ that· "the process is, itself, unaccountable; and that 

it produces results· that are unverifiable. At extraordinary cost (perhaps 

20% of the tota~ administrative funding of the program), it produces re-. 

sults that are neither useful, nor used to any great extent. 

It puzzles me that Jacob Neusner seems co stand alone in his aware-

ness of ~t least part of this problem when he 8ays that.the Endowment's· 

critical task in the coming years· is to formtilate criteria for suc
cess, so that the Endowment will know what failure is-and therefore 
how to improve. .so far as I can see, there is nothing akin to qual
ity control; and we scarcely know when a project works and when it 
does not, nor can we tel-1 what we think a successful project suc~ee.~ 
in doing. So.we are not learning from our mistak~s. 

The absence of criteria, naturally, yields little interest in an 
'office' of evaluation of programs. I asked, for instanc~, how we 
know when youth programs in the h~manities-=--surely an imagina;tive 
idea, but rich in kooky potentialities-succeed. 

'Do we even know that ~he program has' been carried out?' 
'Sure we do,' I was told, 'because there is a report on the project.' 
'who writes the report?' 
'The person who does the project.' 
'Isn't that like having our students grade their own papers?' 
Silenc_e, 64 

As Dr. Neusner correct~y observes, the fundamental flaw is the ~ck of 

criteria. The "policy for promotion of progress and scholarship," so long 

awai.ted by Congress, is the document that would, did it exist, identify the 

specific goals we are pursuing, the priorities we are honoring, and the 

criterfa of success we are using. The absence of goals and criteria means 

that the state endowments do not know what they are supposed to achieve, 

and their evaluators do not know what they are supposed to judge, or accord

ing to what standard. The absence of clearly defined criteria means.that 

judgments cannot be validated, nor, indeed, even replicated. As a conse

quence, each evaluator supplies his or her own set of unexamined and un

measurable assumptions, and uses these as the basis of judgment. Panelists 

take comfort in the unanimi~y of the group, like blind people, holding 

hands. the resulting chaos of standards is reflected in the bewildering 
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variety of comment.a transmitted' in review letters. This confusion is 

!'Jlll>lified:by the unexamined (and erroneous} assumption that state pro

grams shO_illd not be evaluated according to a common set of goals, prior-

. it:i.es, and criteria, as if·. they were not all rooted in the identical leg

islative' mandate. Misinterpreting the 1976 legislati~n. this View pre

suppo_ses that, in freeing the· states ·from NER control (to some extent>. 

Co_ngres_s also :liltended to set them free from thi;: goals of the enabli,ng 

legislation. Further refining·this error, it is maintained that state en.,-. . . 
dowments can be. judged eXClusively by _their fulfillment of State goals j 

or, rather, since the accomplishment of fundamen.tal. gOals is not measur

~d in this: system, by .the process by which they go about 11ssess,ing and 

responding to, ,state "needs." 

. Iii the absence of :objective and verifiable norms of achievemen_t, 

' b~th :state endowments and NEB revert to self:-serving descripti_ons of the 

good things they have.done and expect to do, complemented by testimonials 

from the. people who have benefited from these good things. Like the states, 

NEB is . forced· .to produce ponderous, almost· unreadable, and certainly in

conclusive reports. The main point is missing in all.of this talk: whitt" 
were you supposed to accomplish, and did you accomplish it1 Yes? or No? 

.It is not enough to do something good, or even to ~ccomi>lish.something 

wor.thwhile. .It is essential to accomplish the particular worthvhile th~g 

that you have been asked to accomplish. No. multiplication of words, live.ly 

anecdotes, touching stories, impressive ~.estimonials, can substitute for 

the bottom line: did 'you accomplish.what you were expected to accomplish? 

·Silence. 

One finds evidence of a lack of professionalism in the use of re

ports by those ~~ing evaluated as the 'sole _basis by which reviewers and 

pane].ists are to form_jl,!dgme~~s of merit. This is an incentive to seduc

tion ,that would be out of place in any professional evaluation system, 

certainly in one involving humanists. 

There -is ·a distressing confusion in the review process of two very 

different kinds of evaluation. On the one hand,_ the judgment of· accomp

lishment as the basis of reward or punishment cannot be done professional

'.!.Y in th_e 11b_serice of verifiable criteria. On the other han,d, the attempt 

' 

... 

I 

. --·· 
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to provide helpful suggestions for the improvement of performance would 

never be made by a professional··without day-:to-day involvement in the pro

gram,. and interaction with those responsible for its implementation,; It 

is very difficult for any one ~valuator to provide both kinds of evalu

ation, since the former requires detachment and objectivity, wbf.le ·the 

latter requires·an intimate and trusting· relationship. 

How long has it been since anyone has af!ked: why are we doing this 

review, anyway? ·Are we simply trying to ape, in some inappropriate way, 

other NEH divisions? What is this focus on quality and merit, this cle- · 

sµ.-e to increase the range of funds available to reward the successful? 

This seems on -the surface to be directly contrary to Congressional in~ 

tent: that all programs should be "adequate;'' and t:J:iat special help 

should be provided to the weak.65 

Why do we use the word "proposal'' to refer to the "reports" called 

for by Congress, as if the state-based endowments were not permanent 

programs? A proposal is a written rationale for something that might be 
' 

done, and it is evaluated based on the cogency and creativity of its· , ·= 
verbal presentation. A program exists prima~ily in deeds, and secondarily 

in reports, and even the la.tter are· deed-related rather than dream-related. 

Program reports document the accomplishment of objectives over a l'!ll& 

period of time, and indicate what fine tuning will be undertaken to improve 

performance in the future. It is quite feasible for a report to properly 

affirm that the plan for the coming year is essentially to keep doing what 

has been done in the past (to the extent that it has been successful). 

Novelty is not a consideration. Iri a proposal, on the other band, the 

phrase "more of the.sa.me" is anathema. A proposal always proposes some

thiilg new; by definition, it has n~ past. One of the more excruciating 

infelicities of the present review process is the importance it places upon 

the creation, ·every other year, of new, fanciful, :l!naginative and exciting 

plans, for, the delectation of reviewers who kriow nothing of the past. The 

dull, determined, tenacious pursuit of long range goals, so crucial to sue~ 

cess, has no honored place far proposal reviewers. 

Why do we. presume 'that a. group of 10 or so presumably intell,igenc 

and almost-certainly well-intentioned persons, perhaps half o~ vbom have 
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no prior experience with the state-based pr.ogram, can meet one time. for 

a 'single hoiir, based upo~ a s:l,ngle report, and make j~dgments of program 

performance and di!:ection that contradict the judgment of 20 equal1y in

telligent and well-intentioned 'persons. who have spent,· perhaps, ·severa1 

hundred hour? or JllOre. desj_gning and impl~nting a program for a state 

of whose needs and opportunities they are intimately aware? This would 

be a triumph of remote-.percept:f,on over immediate knovledge. 

·The review process·, it.~elf, does not appear tci be accountable. 

Members of. the·National Co~cil, who make the final·recommendation. do 

not even see the _state endownient reports, in most cases, but only staff. 

SWmiiaries. Members of the panels, Yho make the initial criticisms, have 

no knowledge of, or control over, how their criticisms are synthesized 

lind translated by.staff into judgments of "conditions" and recommended 

levels of funding• Staff members acc'ept responsibility .. for making de

cisions, but do n0t accept responsibility for the kind of decisions they 

make (attributing this to the panelists). Not only is it :l!DPossible to 

assj_gn clea~ responsibility for the kind of decisions made, but there 

has been no attempt, to the best of my knowledge, to professionally 

assess the quality of the decisions that are being made in this cumber-

some manner. 

! 

Finally, no _professional. evaluation process could afford to be so 

.rasteful to' such little effect. Efforts associated with prOvtding document

ation for review consume between 15% and 30% of administrative resources 

available to the sta.te, depending upon whether the state happens to be 

"in trouble". at the time. .Adding to this the cost of the Division of State 

Programs, whose sole function until mos~ recently was to administer this 

system, one gets an overall cost of about 20% of all administrative funds 

a,vailable for .the-program. By way of contrast, the Urban Institute rec

mnmends, based upon compreh~sive study, that program review cost between 

0.5% and 2.0% , or about l/20th of what we are presently spending(and their 

figure is for a professional, accountable, reliable and beneficial evalu

ation syst:em)o 66 

.. 

; 

, 
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Ill. CONCLUSION 

This report affi~ that we should: give second thoughts to the 

~hings we are doing: <>to our goals, to our means, iµi_d to our methods of 

measuring progress and success. 

It identifies and tries· co clarify some of the most persistent 

ambiguities in the way we talk abou.t· what we do, so ·as to remove if 

possible the rhetorical blocks c((~lear thinking. 
1 . 

it describes a federal program.still without coherent pol.icy, 
' ~. . . 

and a state component of that effort suff~ring from too many, often 

conflicting policies. 

It traces the history of varied understanding between Congress 

and the National Endowment· for the Humanities made possible by the ab

sence of a coherent, agreed-upon policy. It consider"s why mm would 

have resisted the formulation of policy, and why ·NEB continues to do 

so to· this day. And it rl!Veals the state-ba·sed endowments as caught 

in the cro~sfire, receiving mixed signals from Congress, on· the one 

hand, and from NEH, on the other.· 

It ar&Ues that our policy, whatever else it be, should be an active, 

goal-seeking, change-inducing, catalytic policy, and not merely one of 

passive, acquiescent support for the status quo. 

· It outlines the possibility of collaboration .for a national/state 

program development effort that will dwarf our previous accomplishments.; 

Finally, it suggests that it is time to liberate ourse1ves from 

wasteful and non-productive forms o~ self-justification• It re~ommends 

that we seek to employ the Urban Institute as a consultant, and that to

gether, state· and national, we design the pr~gram policy that w:l.11 ground 

our effor~s, and the system of assessment that will document our achieve

ment. 
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